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EDITORIAL
On the five continents and in all areas of activity, committed and
innovative projects of the social and solidarity economy (SSE)
grow and demonstrate their plural efficiency.

Whether it is reflected in economic, social, civic or environmental
terms, this efficiency is a clear evidence of the vitality, creativity
and innovative nature of this other economy.
This is why the Initiatives Reports, an original publication of SSE
International Forum, highlights the actors on the ground and their
concrete projects, which carry new solutions and are sources of
inspiration for all.
Among them, the winners of our international call for initiatives,
launched from June to September 2017 to reward sustainable and
inclusive initiatives proven around the world, as well as the winners
of the local call for initiatives "SSE: territorial efficiency", run in
partnership with the actors of the French region Genevois
Français*.
You will also discover some of the structures of the social and
solidarity
economy
(enterprises,
co-operatives,
mutuals,
associations, ...) and the portraits of these women and men who
make this model a reality.
Together let's build the positive economy!
Anne-France Piteau, General Manager
& the team of SSE International Forum

*InnoVales, Cité de la Solidarité Internationale, AG2R La Mondiale, APRES-GE,
Alter'Incub, Ronalpia and CoCoShaker
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INNOVATIVE, SUSTAINABLE
& COMMITTED:

THE INITIATIVES OF TODAY
ARE SHAPING
TOMORROW’S WORLD
7

HERE AND THERE: FOCUS ON THE
WINNERS OF THE CALLS FOR INITIATIVES
International Call
Sustainable and
inclusive projects
3 winners

Local Call
Proof of territorial
efficiency
3 winners
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EQUALITY & GOVERNANCE

Bread Houses Network

Bulgaria, International
Bread

as symbol of peace and

unity

Community bread making for all

ages, gender, profession and
ethnicity
Bread art-therapy
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
The Bread Houses Network is an initiative of
The International Council for Cultural
Centers. It creates and unites centers for
community-building, creativity, and social
entrepreneurship.

HISTORY
The BHN was founded by Dr. Nadezhda
Savova, Cultural Anthropologist from
Princeton University. The idea was
conceived while Nadezhda was in
Bethlehem, where she discovered that the
name of the city means “House of Bread”
in Hebrew. She imagined that breadmaking could engage all, since it does not
require any talent, education, physical
capabilities, or linguistic proficiency.

MISION
The mission of the BHN is to inspire
individuals and communities to develop
their creative potential and cooperate
across all ages, professions, gender, special
needs, and ethnic backgrounds through
collective bread-making. Currently, the
network unites 8 Bread Houses in Bulgaria
and trained people and organizations in 19
countries on 5 continents.

REFERENCES:

The Bread Houses Network creates and unites
centers for community-building, creativity, and
social entrepreneurship with the mission of
inspiring individuals and communities around
the world to discover and develop their
creative potential and cooperate across all
ages, professions, gender, special needs, and
ethnic backgrounds through collective breadmaking and accompanying art forms and
sustainable ecological education.

ACTIVITIES
The Bread House can be a physical location or
a community-building programs run in various
other locations (community centers, schools,
churches, etc.) The physical location can be a
community cultural centers and/or social
enterprises-bakeries that train and employ
disadvantaged people while also serving as a
social-cultural center.

CONTACT :

Zdrava Vodenicharova
zdrava@breadhousesnetwork.org

http://www.breadhousesnetwork.org/
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INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Coopérative Fédérative des Acteurs
de l’Horticulture du Sénégal (CFAHS)
Senegal
Program for the Development
of the Value Chain of Horticultural Products
in Senegal

Senegal:

Fruit and vegetable growing

area

IN SHORT
The initiative allows a cooperative structure
to be a relevant tool in empowering actors in
the economic and agricultural landscape.
The institutional anchoring of the association
allows it to be influent in decisions and to
maintain links with the Ministries of
Agriculture, Trade and Vocational Training.

HISTORY
Born of a desire to bring together the actors
of horticulture to better undertake, the
project was able to develop, thanks to a
better organization around the value chains
and thanks to the reinforcement of the
marketing and the valorization of the
products.

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to structure the different
sectors to create or revitalize cooperatives.
The objective is therefore access and
development of local and external markets.
Developing the value chain of horticultural
products allows, in fact, synergy and solidarity
between the players.

MISSION
Contributing to the sustainable revival of
agricultural production, improving conditions
for crop development and diversification, and
facilitating the modernization of farms with the
aim of increasing export production are the
tasks of the CFAHS.

ACTIVITIES
The project organizes meetings, training
workshops, study tours, and participation in
trade
fairs,
both
nationally
and
internationally.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:
Cheikh Ngane

E-mail: cfahs.info@gmail.com
Website: www.cfahs.biz
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, SUSTAINABLE MEANS OF
PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION & LIVING

Scol'ERE Carbon Bursary
Arden Forest Project
Lévis, Quebec, Canada
6,000 primary school pupils
mobilized

24 000 tonnes of

CO2 avoided

25,400 selected family challenges
MISSION

IN SHORT
The Scol'ERE Carbon Bursary aims to adopt
new eco-responsible lifestyles with a
component for the training of pupils in
primary school and a greenhouse gas (GHG)
compensation component.

HISTORY
In 2010, strongly believing that the best
drivers of change in a society are young
people, and after having surveyed primary
school teachers about their need for ecocitizenship education, the Scol'ERE Carbon
Exchange (BCS) is created. Between 2012
and 2014, following the interest and success
of the educational program in schools, we
created the Carbon Educational Credits
(CCÉ) to ensure recurrent funding and
positively engage all the players in a
community. From 2014 to the present, we
deploy the project in Quebec and develop
strategies to implement it internationally.

The main mission is to engage in action
young people aged 9 to 12, their families,
Quebec citizens and organizations, by
promoting sustainable changes in behavior
and practices (in the area of climate
change mitigation). Being active throughout
Quebec in 2020, even internationally.

ACTIVITIES
An educational program consisting of 5
activities (10 hours of animation) spread over
3 to 5 months, to know where GHG is hiding.
Family Challenges on Consumption, Energy,
Transportation and Waste Management.
Quantify avoided GHGs and transform them
into educational carbon credits.

OBJECTIVE
Connect the world's young people together
to share their realities and foster a strong
global mobilization of eco-responsible
commitment.

REFERENCE:

CONTACT:

Charles-Hugo Maziade
info@boursescolere.com
https://boursescolere.com
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EQUALITY & GOVERNANCE

Entrepreneurs du Monde

Vaulx-en-Velin (69) - France
50 beneficiary families
15 training courses created
20 individuals trained to start-up
and run a business
IN SHORT
EdM initiates in France a project to help
people to start-up their own businesses, in
order to encourage economic integration of
refugees, migrants, homeless people and
single parents.

HISTORY
In 2015, EdM transfers its headquarters to
Vaulx-en-Velin. Since that year, Lyon has
welcomed hundreds of refugee families and
Roma, in a context where the number of
people under the poverty line is already
growing throughout the country. The
association thus expresses its desire to start
actions in France, in connection with its core
business.

OBJECTIVE
In France and worldwide, EdM promotes
economic integration of families in precarious
economic situations and facilitates access to
essential goods and services. The objective for
these families is to gain autonomy and
improve their living conditions.

ACTIVITIES
Through guidance services, training and longterm support, EdM will allow its beneficiaries to
start their own business. EdM plans to work
upstream on integration barriers with public
and private organizations located on the
territory.

MISSION
The mission is to contribute to an economic
integration of refugees, migrants, homeless
people and single parents in Lyon. These
people want to be trained and supported in
the long run to set up their entrepreneurial
project
that
will
generate
income,
synonymous
with
autonomy
and
improvement of well-being.

REFERENCES

CONTACT :
Email

thibaut.mary@entrepreneursdumonde.org
Tel. : 06 22 86 19 89

Website :
www.entrepreneursdumonde.org
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, SUSTAINABLE MEANS OF
PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION & LIVING

Atelier Re-née
Thonon-les-bains (74) - France
10 reintegrated employees
(7 FTEs)

372 567 kgs collected

in 2016

95 containers located in the
territory
IN SHORT
Exclusive actor of second hand textiles
collection on the Chablais, the sewing
workshop produces tote bags and bulk bags
made with organic waste.

HISTORY
The Atelier Re-née was born from the
meeting of Bernard Jeandroz, president of
an intermediary association of insertion (idea
to create a textile resource for women
inclusion) and Agnès Moissaing, in charge of
the eco-citizenship commission of Sciez
Cultural Center.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to allow people to access a
job or training by establishing a social and
professional project through an individualized
path. The aim is also to contribute to a waste
reduction and to promote sustainable
development.

ACTIVITIES
Atelier Re-Née won communities confidence
to obtain the textile collection market,
launched a communication campaign to
promote its activities to be recognized by the
general public, worked on the layout of its
sales area and is currently developing its
sewing workshop.

The
association
hires
some
people
experiencing difficulties in integration and
accompanies them towards a sustainable
employment through collecting, selective
sorting and sale (textile, linens, shoes and
accessory) in a sewing workshop for the
transformation, creation and sale of
recovered textiles.

RERERENCES
Website : www.atelier-renee.fr

CONTACT :

Email : asso@atelier-renee.fr
Tel. : 04 50 26 24 05
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, SUSTAINABLE MEANS OF
PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION & LIVING

La Bio d’Ici

Bonneville (74) - France
1.200 K € turnover

4 new jobs created including
3 in insertion
25 associates
IN SHORT
La Bio d’Ici is a platform of local organic
producers targeting collective catering
sector (mainly) and larger-scale distribution,
rooted in the Pays de Savoie and Ain
territories

HISTORY
Collective catering is facing difficulties in
using organic products, and especially local
ones. This results from a lack of structuration
of the networks, matching between offer
and demand and an appropriate logistic.
The association opened a platform which
was able to supply in a reliable way both
Pays de Savoie and Ain territories.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
Objectives are to provide access to healthy
and local food to everyone and to contribute
to the « good-eating habits » education of the
youngest. It is also a way to enhance the
development of local organic networks and
to foster the conversion of producers into
organic farming.

ACTIVITIES
It starts with the opening in 2011 of a physical
platform (commercial and logistic tool for
local organic producers, collective catering
structures and territories) and then with the
creation of partnerships with ADAbio and
other local organic producer platforms to
develop a supply network.

The main mission of the initiative is to make
local organic products accessible to
collective catering. Its offer is 100% organic in
order to bring the local agriculture towards a
virtuous model. The initiative works in priority
with local producers, ensuring for them
regular sales and fair prices.

REFERENCES
Website : www.labiodici.fr

CONTACT :

Email :
christine.viron@labiodici.fr
Tel. : 06 08 35 55 75
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Association NORDESTA Reforestation
& Education
Brazil
Priority given to

local projetcs

« The hand that plants brings a new
awareness : from destructive, man becomes
protector »

Status of protected forest:

ecological

federal reserve of Pedra Talhada

IN SHORT
Nordesta
intervenes
first
with
an
environmental perspective of rescuing
primary forests and managing access to
water for all. On the other hand, Nordesta
supports
educational
approaches
by
creating schools and training courses for
socio-environnemental awareness

HISTORY
It was during an overflight of the region by
plane that the biologist Anita Studer realized
the extend of deforestation and the rapid
disappearance of species. Anita Studer
founded the association in 1985 in Geneva
which aims at socio-economic development
and the preservation of fauna and flora.

OBJECTIVE
The association aims to preserve tropical
forests and improve the living conditions of
rural populations in Brazil.

ACTIVITIES
Always in collaboration with local actors :
helping and organizing school constructions,
educational projects and training for the
population. Protect water sources and
construct rain collector tanks. Support for
projects such as « the path to school for girls »
launched in 2011.

MISSION
These projects help to support the prioritary
beneficiaries
who
are
the
most
disavantaged : children, women, small-scale
farm families and Indian communities.
Projects
are part of a sustainable
development approach that includes
human being and their natural environment.

REFERENCES

www.nordesta.org

CONTACT :

Brazil Tel : +55 37 3405 2547/
France Tel : +33 442.28.92.78
E-mail : nordesta@terra.com.br
jpeybert@nordesta.org
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Chantiers-Passerelles
France
45 people accompanied
1,000 hours of validated community
service

10 speakers
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
Chantiers-Passerelles develops alternatives
to prison by promoting the professional and
civic integration of people sentenced to
work
of
general
interest
through
remobilization courses.

The "Pathways-Footbridges", proposed by the
association have for mission to promote the
mobilization of the sentenced persons on their
project during and after the sentence. The
association offers, in partnership with the
services of the Ministry of Justice, collective
remobilization courses.

HISTORY
The French prison system is at a dead end:
the prison is expensive (100 € / day /
detained), ineffective (63% of recidivism at
the exit) and overcrowded. There are
humane and effective alternatives to
prison, including community service. An
analysis of industry professionals has
identified the need to reinforce the positive
dynamics allowed by community service.

ACTIVITIES
The "Pathways-Footbridges" make it possible
to work on the levers of insertion (professional
project, citizenship, communication, mobility)
through thematic modules and dedicated
professional speakers. These group courses
are accompanied by individual monitoring.

MISSION
The majority of the Community Service is
young unemployed and low qualified.
Through this unpaid activity, they find an
active lifestyle, meet new people, find a
place
in
society.
The
"PathwaysFootbridges"
reinforce
the
dynamics
allowed by the Community Service for the
insertion of sentenced persons.

REFERENCES: website

https://chantiers-passerelles.fr/

SUPPORTED BY

CONTACT:

E-mail: contact@chantiers-passerelles.fr
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Beautiful Coffee
Nepal

Support for self-reliance and
sustainable development

Vision

« We become the 1% community
of passion to change the world »

IN SHORT
Beautiful Coffee is a not-for-profit foundation,
which not only salls Fair Trade products but
provides education and support for its
producer partners to lift themsleves out of
poverty.

HISTORY
First in 2002, the Fair Trade movement in
Korea sold hand made crafts from Asian
countries. Since 2002 to 2015 many coffee
opened in differents countries. In 2012 they
became a member of World Fair Trade
Organization Asia and in 2015 opened
« Beautifull Coffee Nepal Center ».

OBJECTIVE
The values and principles are part of the final
objective : Long-term trading relationship to
anables farmers to invest in the future, Agreed
sustainable livelihood for workers, Social
Premium to allow communities to invest in
development projects and Environmental
Sustainability.

ACTIVITIES

With Beautiful coffee, education programs and
campaign activities to raise awareness for Fair
Trade are importante activities to achieve their
mission.

MISSION
The organism works for supporting producers
in developing countries to become more
self-sufficient, providing consumers the
experience to improve the quality of life by
ethical
consumption
and
cultivating
righteous and sustainable world through
changing social practices.

REFERENCES

www.beautifulcoffee.org
www.beautifulcoffee.com

CONTACT :

iwww.facebook.com/beautifulcoffe
enepal
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Madaif’IN
Morocco
40% of the population lives in rural
areas

49% of the rural population are
women
More than 15,000 cooperatives exist
in Morocco
IN SHORT

MISSION

Mdaif'IN was born in 2017, initiated by two
women directors who want to highlight the
work of women living in rural areas, most of
whom are underrepresented, unrecognized
and sometimes not considered.

HISTORY
Mdaif'IN is the meeting of two women Aouatef
(Franco-Moroccan) and Nada (Moroccan),
who define themselves as "Social-Explorer".
They traveled Morocco, camera in hand. They
went to meet women, working in cooperatives:
These women confide, tell their life paths, their
hopes and their difficulties; They realized that
there was a lack of a digital platform that
would highlight the work of women, to discover
their villages, their products, and accompany
them if necessary.

We aim to better understand their diversity, their
strengths and their hopes, and especially to
promote the empowerment of these women,
which has a positive impact on the whole
village, and therefore on their community.
Our mission is to set up the digital platform to
promote the empowerment of women in
remote areas.

OBJECTIVE
The aim is to produce a series of short
documentaries retracing the path of women
living in rural areas, and working in cooperatives
to explain their difficulties but also their incredible
optimism and their hopes.

ACTIVITIES
We started making the first documentaries. We
are setting up the digital platform to promote
the empowerment of women in remote areas.

REFERENCES:
https://vimeo.com/233010060

CONTACT:

E-mail: aouatefkh@gmail.com
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Le Carillon
France

720 solidarity traders in France
16,000 services to homeless
people

90 solidarity events organized
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
The Carillon seeks to recreate the social link
between inhabitants and homeless people
in the same neighborhood by using
solidarity as a vector.

=> Foster friendly and close links between
homeless people, shopkeepers and residents.
=> Invite to the exchange of simple services but
which change the life of each one.
=> Promote a change of focus on each other (and
on oneself).

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
The initiative is born from the observation
that the inhabitants are ready to be in
solidarity with the poorest people as soon
as they are offered a framework of
protective commitment and anchored in
their daily lives. Reengaging the citizen
would then also break the feeling of
rejection experienced by the homeless
(83% of them feel it).

The project is structured around the following
actions:
1) Services offered by merchants: glasses of water,
phone charging, pharmacy case etc.
2) A solidarity label posted on the merchants'
window;
3) Events and actions by consumption to involve
the inhabitants.

MISSION
Our mission is to respond to the problem of
isolation and the creation of social bonds to
allow the homeless to regain selfconfidence.

SUPPORTED BY
REFERENCES: website
https://www.lecarillon.org/
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Cambodian Research Institute of
Rural Development
Cambodia
CIRD works with more than 5,000
families in nearly 100 villages
Biodiversity, Education,
Agriculture, Employment
IN SHORT

OBJECTIVE

The CIRD is an NGO working with producer
organizations and local communities to
provide them skills and tools that will enable
them to be fully independent.

HISTORY
Created in 2009, the CIRD evolves with
Cambodian partners and a broader network
that enables it to promote sustainable societal
and social change. Since its creation, the CIRD
has implemented a development project for the
protection of geographical indications in
Cambodia.

To provide Cambodians with healthy
products in sufficient quantity, to be able to
respond to market demand in terms of
agricultural products and to provide access
to quality rural education.

ACTIVITIES
CIRD supports farmer organizations of farmers
who need to secure their supplies and access
to the market. Facilitate access to quality
agricultural
products
through
support
throughout the production and sales line.

MISSION
Combat poverty, give tools to rural
communities in the country by moving from a
subsistence system to production adapted to
producers, the market and environmental
conservation.

REFERENCES:
www.cird.org

CONTACT:

nemchanmoly@cird.org.kh/
praksereyvath@cird.org.kh
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Association Sign of Sens
Accessible Territory Program
France

10 million people
affected by
disabilities.

mental,

in France are
auditory or visual

167 people trained during the trainings and
workshops

OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
We
imagine
and
offer
innovative
educational solutions for all, starting from
the needs of people with disabilities. We
help the public in their daily life and the
professionals in their action.

HISTORY
Over the past 15 years, the association has
facilitated access to knowledge and
culture, by designing educational tools
accessible to the needs of people with
disabilities, and by supporting and
providing accessibility to medical and
social professionals, and public and
private sectors. The association wants to
implement throughout France this program
of accompanying territories towards a
greater accessibility of knowledge.

The association wishes to develop the
accessibility of public and private players in
the territories to better integrate people with
disabilities who do not always have access to
the same information as others. Creating
synergies and disseminating a vision of
disability as a source of innovation are also
part of Signe of Sens objectives.

ACTIVITIES
Sign of Sens has developed the largest digital
resource in sign language: the Elix dictionary.
An application “Ben le Koala” for the
acquisition of everyday gestures for the needs
of autistic youth. The development of
interactive cultural routes for deaf and autistic
children are an other examples of innovative
creations of the project.

MISSION
The program is carried out by regional
associations in which the various partners
are represented. For each task of
accompanying local actors towards better
accessibility, an in-depth study of the
needs is organized in consultation with the
stakeholders.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT :

Marjolaine Mantin, Julien Pilette
contact@signedesens.org
Website: www.signesdesens.org
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Green Village – Life project 4 Youth
Philippines
No poverty
Decent work
Climate action
Responsible consumption

In Manila 40% of people live in slums
IN SHORT
The Green Village in Calauan, Philippines is
involved in the social and professional
integration of young people, in ecology and
in education. Young people are trained to
aspire to a more promising future for the
revitalization of their families and their
community.

HISTORY
More than 10 million people in Manila live in
slums, in very precarious conditions, and many
families are often evicted and relocated to
other centers. The Green Village promotes an
ecological approach which, while being an
ecologically responsible village, is a place of
gathering and training for young people to
become actors of change.

MISSION
The mission of the project is to support the
social and professional integration of 80
young people each year in green microeconomic
activities.
By
promoting
environmentally friendly lifestyles, the Green
Village combines social entrepreneurship
and professional integration with respect of
nature.

OBJECTIVE
Continue to energize and raise awareness of
the eco-village, pioneer of ecology in the
Philippines. The objective is to create a better
life in the region, and this requires the training
of young people and the improvement of
living conditions: the Green Village organizes
waste collection and selective sorting,
establishes a healthy environment to keep
away violence and drugs.

ACTIVITIES
Supporting out-of-school youth to stable and
decent jobs, thanks in particular to a weekly
allowance. Create a real community, create a
network
of
local
associations
initiating
individuals to the development of economic
activities using their local resources. Installation
of water point, use of solar energy and
promotion of a healthy nutrition.

REFERENCES

www.lp4y.fr
http://prixconvergences.convergences.org/fr/proje
cts/15-green-village

CONTACT :

info@lp4y.org
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

The Bottom 100
International
100 people who represent
millions of people surviving on
hearth.

Faces, portraits to tell their story
IN SHORT
The Havas Sydney’s Agency and Fund for
Peace which is an independent non-profit
research and educational (NGO) American
organization work for prevent violent conflict
and promote sustainable security.
The
Bottom 100 was launched to give a face and
voice to people at the other end of the
World’s Rich list.

HISTORY
The Fund for Peace works with local
communities and policymakers to address
the challenges of conflict, inequality etc.
Poverty is abundant in the world but in
compiling this list it was important to
represent people from many different
locations with a variety of poverty-causing
challenges.

OBJECTIVE
This project hopes that shining a light on a
fraction of the world’s poor will put a human
face on the suffering and crushing inequality
endured by so many.

ACTIVITIES
The project took almost 2 years to complete
and saw interviews taking place across five
continents, covering 23 different nationalities
and many more ethnicities and languages –
to collate 100 compelling and important
stories and experiences.

MISSION
The NGO diverts this reference to give the
face, and hence dignity, to the invisible and
most deprived people, as prestigious
magazines do for the most powerful.

REFERENCES

www.franceculture.fr : a face for the 100
poorest people on the hearth (in French)
www.bottomhundred.org

CONTACT :

Fund for Peace T : +1 202 223
7940
Washington D.D 20005
www.fundforpeace.org
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

Fair Trade Development Program
West Africa

19 projects supported by West African
protector organizations

Regions: Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Ghana,
Mali and Togo

IN SHORT
The Equity program aims to develop
equitable sectors to improve the living
conditions of producers.

HISTORY
The French Development Agency (AFD) and
the French Global Environment Fund (FFEM)
have joined forces to finance a project to
implement regional dynamics in the field of
fair trade and the preservation of
biodiversity.

OBJECTIVE
Contribute to the sustainable economic
development of West African countries to fight
poverty and strengthen family farming.

ACTIVITIES
The program is composed of 3 axes:
➢ Support to the sectors
➢ Institutional strengthening
➢ Evaluation monitoring

MISSION
The first mission of the program is to respond
to the need to restructure OP networks in the
fair trade markets.

REFERENCES:

www.programme-equite.org

CONTACT:

E-mail: c.boscher@avsf.org
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EQUALITY AND GOVERNANCE

School of associations and social
entrepreneurs - The Alchimistes
France

378 project holder trained
32 training opportunities
School 100% Social and

Solidarity Economy
IN SHORT
The Alchimistes association aims to
professionalize the associative sector in an
innovative, pedagogical and participative
way and in the respect of associative
values.

OBJECTIVE
Transform and highlight social and solidarity
initiatives, renew the formation of social
entrepreneurship
to
improve
their
accompaniments. The aim is to encourage
the creation of a mutually beneficial
partnership through meetings.

HISTORY
Johanne Bruffaerts, Samira Rafik and Ouardia
Ayad, who shared common values to launch
the Alchemist’ project in April 2014. They
were motivated by the desire to put their
energy at the service of social and solidarity
initiatives.

ACTIVITIES
Achieve initiatives with a strong social impact
thanks
to
innovative
pedagogy
(accompaniment/ Training) on topics such as
communication, economic model, financing
and social innovation

MISSION
Accompaniment, training, inspiration : the
three key words of the Alchimistes, which
aims to reinforce associations and social
entrepreneurs’ viability and sustainability by
helping their strategic development.

REFERENCES :

www.les-alchimistes.com
www.facebook.com/associationlesalchimistes

CONTACT :

hello@les-alchimistes.com
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FONDATION Up
International

17 countries
4 Continents

Endowment

of 1,250k
euros minimum over 5 years
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
The new Up Corporate Foundation is the fruit of
a participative and collaborative work, carried
out for several months.
Its ambition, is deeply rooted in the values of the
group and the DNA of its parent company, the
cooperative & participative society Up: go
even further, focus its efforts around shared and
essential axes of patronage.

ACTIVITIES
To contribute to the collective development
and give everyone the power to act in a
freely chosen way, four areas of action come
to nourish this ambition:
1. Food, to promote production, sharing and
the acting together
2. Housing, to promote accessibility,
autonomy and living together
3. Education and culture, to foster
understanding of the world, free access to
culture and progress together
4. Health, to promote the development of
patients and their families, caregivers and to
face difficulties together

To impulse the power to act together to
people in isolation or dependence, all
generations combined, by allowing them to
access the essentials to blossom more freely.

HISTORY
After 18 years of action that saw the Up
Group Foundation, under the auspices of the
Fondation
de
France,
grow
and
internationalize, it is now The Up Corporate
Foundation which carries the ambition of
sponsorship of the Up Group.

MISSION
Create social bonds between individuals so
that everyone regains the power to act and
blossom more freely in everyday life, in
society.

REFERENCES : http://fondation-up.org/

CONTACT:

contact@fondation-up.org
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ECO DE FEMMES – Women, Earth,
Economy
Maghreb
Help, encourage et accompany

women
70 à 90%

of women in rural territories
of the Maghreb work in the agricultural
sector

Place Morocco and Tunisia
IN SHORT
Eco de Femmes, an echo of a new
enconomy, aims to promote and help the
socio-economic emancipation of rural
women in Tunisa and Morrocco through their
inclusion in social economic networks.

HISTORY
The association is created in 2013 on the
basis that women living in areas of the
Maghreb represent more than 35% of the
population. Yet almost all agricultural work is
the result of their work but the resulting
wealth is very little redistributed to them.

MISSION

Goals
The association wants to contribute, with the
objective of equal access and control of
economic resources, exchange of good
practices in the Mediterranean basin to
improve the quality of life. In addition, the
networking of women’s cooperatives should
be strenghtened.

ACTIVITIES
This project contributes to the awareness of the
institutions of the territories towards a social
economy, support to cooperatives and raising
awareness of the issue of rural women and their
arctivities. The grouping of rural women from
these regions has enabled the development of
economic activities and the sale of their
products.

Partner of the project, the Moroccan
Network of Social and Solidarity Economy
accompagnies
this
socio-economic
development. The main mission is therfore to
encourage groups of women through
cooperatives in order to improve the pooling
of their projects.

RÉFÉRENCES

Facebook: Association Eco de Femmes
– Women, Hearth, Economy
Website : REMESS – Projects – Eco de
Femmes

CONTACT :

Morocco Tél : (212) 5 37 85 64 97
E-mail : remess.maroc@gmail.com
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Accolades
Participatory animation
France

Participatory leadership

of
organizations to make them more efficient

More than 50%

of people who apply
to Accolades ask them to intervene again

IN SHORT
Accolades
is
a
cooperative
and
participative company that supports
groups and actors in a cooperative
learning practice. It favors collective
decisions.
Collective
guidelines
are
decided collectively.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the association can be found in
its vision to help collectives: Improve capacity for
action on territories, reception capacities,
transformation of practices, better governance,
and a better repositioning of the structure with
their partners.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
Established in 2005, this SCOP has a wide
experience in supporting associations,
local and regional authorities, but also
elected
representatives,
professionals,
institutions etc. Nurtured by local social
development, its approach is based on
collective mobilization. Accolades builds a
specific method according to its own
dynamics and participatory methods of
animation.

Accolades allows real stakeholder involvement
and a strong capitalization of the contributions of
each one, from the construction of the reflection
process to the projection of the implementation
of the plan co-built. For this purpose, 5 animatorstrainers take part, throughout the year, to animate
the reflection of various groups (professionals,
volunteers, inhabitants, elected) who express
their wish throughout France and punctually
abroad.

MISSION
In conjunction with its partners, the
association intervenes on missions or
territories,
combining
methods
and
expertise (clown, theater, team building,
graphic facilitation ...).

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

Xavier Chenu

E-mail: Xavier.chenu@accolades-dsl.com;
Audrey.humbert@accolades-dsl.com
Website: www.accolades-dsl.com
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EMESSE Association
Territorial Coaching
Morocco

Guide, advisor, mentor: A coach
to determine strategy and goals

1 training kit for territorial coaches
IN SHORT
The public authorities are giving greater
importance to local development and the
dynamics of SSE in Morocco is becoming
more concrete. Animating your territory by
having a positive impact on project
development is the state of mind of the
Territorial Coaching project. It is an
approach of consultation between the
different actors.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of territorial coaching is the
synergy of all local actors to mobilize their
respective potentials and to appropriate the
territory. Participate in the national policy
process around advocacy initiatives on issues
related
to
youth,
employment,
small
producers, occupation of public places etc.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
The concept of Territorial Coaching is the
result of a partnership between Echo
Communications and REMESS. It has been
tested in four pilot sites and the first
encouraging results pushed the other
regions of Morocco and Tunisia to adopt
this concept as well.

EMESSE and its partner the Association of
Regions of Morocco ARMA, form territorial
coaches who will act in the field. Consultation
committees are also formed with different
local actors, development institutions and civil
society to ensure consistency in the
governance of the territory.

MISSION
Give the territorial coach tools to help him
better define the objectives of various
missions, give him the means to support
and stimulate the actors of the territory to
produce development changes, identify
blockages and understand everyone's
needs.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:
Salhi Mohammed

E-mail: mohsalhi@gmail.com
Website: https://coachingterritorial.com
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Okarina

International

SSE solutions
Participatory

tools:

creativity

Theater,

OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
Okarina promotes social and human
development accompanied by a social,
sustainable and collaborative economy. The
initiative stimulates cooperation, transmits
participatory tools to companies and,
internationally, opens up to the world with
forums on the theme of SSE.

HISTORY
It is at the end of several trips and many
meetings in France and abroad that the
founding team decided to create Okarina.

MISSION
The principle and mission is to link the project
leaders with the relevant structures in order to
link the actors, promote this dynamic and
create effective synergies.

The main objective of Okarina is to trigger the
click that will allow the creative and
collective action. Okarina also aims to spread
the existence of collective entrepreneurial
solutions in Social and Solidarity Economy as
well as their good practices.

ACTIVITIES
The initiative offers several services such as
creative animation during events with
promotion and communication around the
event. A support Advice and formation is
also set up, it offers trainings to the
companies, organizes interventions in
school and university on the cooperative
environment and the practices of the SSE.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

equipe@okarina.coop

www.okarina.coop
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Les Grands Voisins - Creating
common goods
France

2000 people live and/or work in this
disued hospital

140

associations, enterprises
workshops

IN SHORT
The Grands Voisins prove that it is possible to
make exist in the center of Paris a social
space with several ambitions and open to
the public : an urban laboratory to inhabit
the city differently !

HISTORY
Located in the former hospital Saint-Vincentde-Paul, the Grands Voisins was created in
2012 at the initiative of the association Aurore
when the Assistance Public-Hospitals of Paris
entrusted the site to Aurore organisation. The
development of this new collaborative district
has always given rise to more bold uses and
ideas.

and

GOALS
To support accommodation structures for
people in need, organize round-table on
social integration, nature in the city, artistic
activities, fooding, the Grands Voisins
welcome associations and social enterprises,
thus setting up a dynamic multi-actors
project.

ACTIVITIES
The Grand Voisins organize a range of
activities in a parcipatory and collaborative
process, including creative and manual
activities, dance workshop, yoga, debates
and conferences on social issues.

MISSION
The Grands Voisins realize the social and
pedagogical challenge of welcoming
people in need while sharing a public space,
joyful place of life and intergenerational
citizenship initiatives.

RÉFÉRENCES :

www.lesgrandsvoisins.org

CONTACT :

avotreservice@lesgrandsvoisins.org
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ECHOPPE – Exchange for the Small
Contractors Promotion Organization
Africa
Pioneer of micro-credit in Africa
135 000

women

benefited

from

micro-credits

30 000 members in the mutual
IN SHORT
ECHOPPE acts on the economy to generate a
process of social emancipation. It operates on
the urban and rural environment to create the
link between town and country and promote a
dynamic of solidarity economy, and therefore of
shared growth. In 2014 ECHOPPE Togo was
recognized as a Micro-Finance Institution.

ECHOPPE-Togo structure

OBJECTIVE
To act against extreme poverty which affects
more than a third of the humanity. The role of
ECHOPPE and its justification is to be the tool
for pooling our commitments and our
initiatives.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
Since 1990 in Togo, ECHOPPE has been
developing a program to fight poverty. Its aim
is to promote women's activity by making a
few loans. Quickly, the association creates
shops "Artisans du Soleil" in Africa and France.
ECHOPPE is leading the "Terres et Terroirs"
project in 2005 with French farmers.

More than 135,000 women have benefited
from micro-credit to develop incomegenerating activities that promote self-reliance
and
participate
in
the
participatory
development
process.
Agro-ecology,
renewable energy issues and behavior to the
effects of climate change have become a
major development issue.

MISSION
To act, to impulse, to mutualize. Solidarity can
not stop at our doorstep, economic initiative
and social emancipation are at the heart of
individuals. Impulse initiatives, collective local
dynamics and active partnerships.

REFERENCES

www.echoppe.org

CONTACT :

Phone : 02 41 71 85 56
E-mail : echoppe@wanadoo.fr
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Platform of Youth Organizations of
Toulepleu -POJeTIvory Coast
Education Values of Culture and Peace

through the SSE

EVCP –SSE Humanitarian Transition
Program and SSE Promotion
HISTORY
IN SHORT
EVCP-SSE is a program allowing the
Transition of the Humanitarian and the
promotion of the SSE in the regions affected.
It prevents unemployment, rebellions,
organized crime and terrorism.

In the post-conflict period, peace-loving
young people gather in the Platform of Youth
Organizations of Toulepleu. After many
actions in favor of social cohesion, they
decide to reconsider their approach by
turning to the SSE through EVCP-SSE to
effectively
solve
the
problems
that
undermine their territories.

OBJECTIVE
Contribute to the reinforcement of Social
Cohesion and the learning of the
democracy at the Young and the Women
through the education to the cooperation,
the realization of projects of socio-economic
interests and the creation of a Local Network
of Social and solidarity economy.

ACTIVITIES
EVCP-SSE creates a framework for reflection
and exchange through training, sensitization,
conferences, advocacy and public debates.
The project also assists, supervises and
accompanies vulnerable people and young
people at risk in obtaining decent jobs.

MISSION
To arouse young people's interest in
changing their perception and promoting
the social and solidarity economy for the
construction of peace and sustainable
development.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

Fabrice Adelphe BALOU
E-mail: plateformejeunessetlp@gmail.com
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Eau et Vie (Water and Life)
Bangladesh

20 000 people have access to water
thanks to Eau et Vie

Present in Bangladesh, the
Philippines and Ivory Coast
IN SHORT
In the slums of developing countries, people
are struggling to access a questionable and
expensive quality water. Eau et Vie aims to
supply slums with running and drinking water.
Local associations have been created such as
Eau et Vie Bangladesh.

HISTORY
In 2008, two friends: Philippe Le Roux and
Valérie Dumans founded the Eau et Vie
association with the challenge of creating a
viable business model that brings quality
water to every slum dwelling.

OBJECTIVE
Eau et Vie wants to prove to the authorities,
water suppliers and other operators that slums
must be a priority and deserve their attention.
The goal is for this approach to be fully
integrated into the market and slums to be
served by traditional suppliers in an efficient
and responsive manner.

ACTIVITIES
The association works mainly through community
mobilization: it helps slum dwellers to unite in
common actions, to formulate their demands
and to negotiate with the operators and
suppliers.

MISSION
Allow access to drinking water in slums,
promote hygiene, fight against the spread of
fires in suitable areas by installing fire
hydrants.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Eauetviesolidaire.fr

contact@eauetvie.ong
+33 2 49 44 42 55
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The Co-operative University of Kenya
Kenya

Quality Co-operative training
Training, Research and Innovation

Co-operative Development.

for

Core values Professionalism,
Teamwork, Honesty, Integrity

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
In 2005 the College launched its first
degree program, the Bachelor of Cooperative Business in collaboration with
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture
and Technology.

HISTORY
The Co-operative University of Kenya is the
story of a mother consistently striving to
plough her land better and sow a variety
of good seeds,each season and time so as
to feed her children and grandchildren
with enhanced nutritious meals for
sustained energy and good health. She
has been a restless mother who has always
worked to achieve excellent results to that
end.

MISION

Our broad objective is to equip co-operative
staff and members of the co-operative
movement, Government, non-governmental
organizations and other related sectors with
appropriate knowledge, skills, values and
attitudes that would enable them contribute
more effectively to the development of
various sectors of the economy.

ACTIVITIES
Provide co-operative education and training.
Undertake
research
in
co-operative
movement. Develop and review syllabuses
and curricular for education and training.
Provide consultancy services in co-operative
management and other development areas,
examinations
and
award
diplomas,
certificates and other academic awards of
the college.

To provide Innovative Education, Training,
Research, and Consultancy services for
sustainable community empowerment..

REFERENCES:

http://cuk.ac.ke/

CONTACT :

E-mail : enquiries@cuk.ac.ke
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MUSIC’O SENIORS
France

Every year:

70 concerts, all over the territory
50 young professional artists
4,000 people affected
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
In 2008, Roselyne Bachelot and Jean Philippe
Lafont, have the idea to produce young lyric
artists in training in the Ehpad for the well
being of the elderly dependents. They create
MoS.

HISTORY
Gradually, the impact created by vocal
music has been confirmed by the meeting
with France Alzheimer. From 2014, the
workshops, realized by the structures with
which we work reinforced this approach
which concerns, today, 90% of the concerts.
The first research work is now under way.

Place seniors in an active dimension, both
personal and collective, with families and
caregivers. Support young artists by allowing
them to share a common emotion with a new
audience. Create a community for a shared
approach.

ACTIVITIES
We accompany and train the institution's
mediators. We select and support young
professional artists chosen for their talent and
generosity. We prepare and perform opera
concerts and workshops throughout France.

MISSION
We believe that the sharing of living culture,
in particular lyrical music, is a way to
recreate erased links, to give to the most
fragile people a newfound awareness of
their existence and, thus, to change the way
we look at dependency.

SUPPORTED BY

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:
www.musicoseniors.org
www.facebook.com/MusicO-Seniors E-mail: contact@musicoseniors.org
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Bioprotect – For a clean and
innovative agriculture!
Burkina Faso
Train in the adoption of

agroecological practices
Bioprotect: an alternative to encourage

organic farming in Sahelian
countries
IN SHORT
Bioprotect is an economic interest group for
the production and distribution of products
for organic soil fertilization and ecological
crop protection.

HISTORY
Founded in 2011, the founding partners are
the Association for Research and Training in
Agroecology based in Burkina Faso and the
plant protection research and development
company based in France.

OBJECTIVE
Improve production in an environmental
concern while introducing a "business" support
and therefore a socio-cultural approach in this
agricultural production.

ACTIVITIES
In a concern of respect of the environment
and a clean agriculture, Bioprotect does not
use harmful chemistry but natural elements
adapted to the soil and the cultures of the
West African region: it offers the producers a
sustainable alternative without pesticides and
a series of training sessions on various
techniques and advice.

MISSION
To best meet the needs of farmers in terms of
biological responses. Contribute to the
development of organic farming in Burkina
Faso within the reach of farmers.

REFERENCES

www.bioprotec-b.com

CONTACT:

E-mail: bioprotect.b@gmail.com
Phone: 00226 70 22 48 41
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Root Capital
Africa, Latin America

Since 1999, Root Capital has disbursed more
than $ 900 million for more than 600
companies in Africa and Latin America

Regions: Central America, East Africa,

Mexico and Caribbean, South America, West
Africa

IN SHORT
Root Capital connects small producers with
world agricultural markets: as they grow,
producers become the driving force of their
community, in a humanist, ecologist and
feminist approach.

HISTORY
In 1999, William Fulbright Foote, taking into
account the financial stakes in rural areas of
developing countries, founded Root Capital,
a social investment fund for agricultural
development in rural areas.

OBJECTIVE
The objectives are the logical consequences
of improving agricultural practices: creating
jobs,
increasing
incomes,
preserving
ecosystems, empowering women and giving
young people the opportunity to lead and
access employment.

ACTIVITIES
The credits and financing granted by Root
Capital allow small producers to develop
themselves. Root Capital regularly studies the
impact of all spheres around these agricultural
issues and regularly publishes analyzes on the
subject.

MISSION
By giving producers the means to prosper,
they themselves are then able to ensure their
living conditions and the conservation of
ecosystems. Autonomy and security are
therefore the founding missions.

REFERENCES:

www.rootcapital.org

CONTACT:

integrity@rootcapital.org
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Les Ain’trépides
Meals, welcome and entertainment for
children and eating meals for the elderly
France
Responding to local needs
60 meals a day for the elderly
250 meals each day for children
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
The project aims to meet local needs in the
Auvergne Rhône Alpes region, with a social
and solidarity vision, notably by participating
in the catering, animation or meal offer
between the elderly and children.

The objective is to manage canteen and
extracurricular planning. The objective is to
make children discover a certain diversification
of food by the discovery of flavors. In order to
meet the needs of the local population, the
Ain'trepides deliver meals at home or at the
workplace.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
This initiative is the first CICS in this area. Like
all CICS, it is based on a multi-member
association. It brings together 25 members
who make decisions about school feeding
and pre- and post-school childcare.

The Ain'rapides initiatives help people in need,
specifically for children for animation and
meals for the elderly, in partnership with the
city council.

MISSION
Give meaning to a collective project with
three categories of partners: (1) employees,
(2) beneficiaries and (3) at least one other
category: territorial community, volunteer,
financier, association, company.
The status of SCIC places the human being at
the center of any decision.

CONTACT :
REFERENCES

Karine VIAL
E-mail: lesaintrepides@organge.fr
Website: www.aintrepides.onlc.fr
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One Drop
Micro-credit for water in Haiti
Haïti
33 000 people benefit from better
access to water

8000

people benefit from 6 centers
of water fed by solar energy

IN SHORT
Communities in Haïti have benefited from
One Drop’s assistance in accessing water for
consumption, agricultural production have
seen an improvement in their lives. The
construction of community centers, at the
center of the project, is a real success.

HISTORY
In January 2010, the municioality of
Léogâne was one of the most affected
by the earthquake. This project in Haiti has
been implemented to support efforts to
rebuild, supply and revive agricultural
activities, for example.

OBJECTIVE
Improve living conditions, ensure the
sustainability of the project and thus induce
changes in behaviour toward water,
sanitation and hygiene. The objective is to
address the lack of sustainable acccess to
drinking water in several regions of the world.

ACTIVITIES
One Drop provides infrastructure to allow
access to drinking water for consumption and
hygiene. It also provides entrepreneurial,
tecnical and financial training and raises
awareness among communities by promoting
forms of social and local art.

MISSION
Solar-powered community centers have not
only improved sustainable access to water,
but have also brought people closer by
creating a space for exchange and place of
life.

REFERENCES :

www.onedrop.org

CONTACT :

contact@onedrop.org
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Fondation des Femmes
Project #AShelterForAll
France

There are 30000

homeless

women in France
But only 7,500 of them call the
115 to request accommodation

OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
Our objective? In 2020, in Ile de France, no
woman
without
a
satisfactory
accommodation solution. Women housed
and safe.

Our goal is to secure the accommodation
centers so that every homeless woman in a
very precarious situation can benefit from a
place in a shelter in complete safety.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
It was after the testimony of a young
woman who had a wandering journey that
we understood the urgency of adapting
the accommodation to the problem of
women and violence against them. She
told us that in the street, she preferred to
sleep in the trees rather than call the 115,
for fear of violence.

A first audit phase. A second phase of display
and signage with regard to users. A third
phase of training staff and finally a
redevelopment of space.

MISSION
Understand where these fears come from.
Train all the people working in them and
give them the keys to action. Inform the
users of the rights and associations that can
accompany them and rethink the buildings
for a soothing mix.

REFERENCES: website
http://fondationdesfemmes.org/

SUPPORTED BY

CONTACT:

E-mail: bonjour@fondationdesfemmes.org
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Bibliothèques Sans Frontières
International

80 Ideas Box in the world (in

humanitarian situation, in workingclass neighborhoods and rural
areas)

20,000 content distributed in more
than 25 languages

500,000 visitors / beneficiaries
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
BSF has created, with designer Philippe
Starck, an innovative portable media library
kit: The Ideas Box. With mobile internet
connection, touch tablets, electronic and
paper books and a traveling cinema, the
Ideas Box is for children and adults.

Through this project, the goal of BSF is to evolve
international humanitarian policy with the United
Nations so that access to education, information
and culture is recognized as a fundamental right
of the man, and consequently a better
consideration of the intellectual dimension of
populations in humanitarian situations.

HISTORY
We worked historically in Haiti. When we
intervened after the earthquake of January
2010, we proposed libraries under tents to
the populations. These places have had
tremendous success with populations and
international organizations. Following this,
we launched an international call "The
Urgency to Read" which has collected
hundreds of signatures from famous writers
and artists, including 10 Nobel Prize for
Literature.

ACTIVITIES
We create (and adapt) content and activities to
serve the beneficiary populations. The objectives
are achieved by the diversification of the media
(books,
board
games,
applications,
documentaries, etc.) and the quality of the
proposed mediations.
BSF is involved with the UN and UNHCR in
numerous working and evaluation groups to raise
awareness
among
major
international
humanitarian actors.

MISSION
The Ideas Box is a great tool to bring
educational and cultural content, fun and
educational, where libraries are not.

SUPPORTED BY
REFERENCES: website
https://www.bibliosansfrontieres.org/
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Barefoot College
International

+ 750 engineers
1,300 villages worldwide
550,000 people with light
IN SHORT
The Barefoot College connects rural
communities to solar, water, education,
professions and advocacy to help groups
and individuals take control of their lives and
the wellbeing of their communities.

OBJECTIVE
Sustainable knowledge and skills for
communitites, adpating a lifestyle in
harmony with our environment; overall
community
transformation
and
empowerment.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
When the Barefoot College began, a guiding
approach lauched with it. Since that time, the
Barefoot Approach has spread to more than 70
countries. We are expanding with regional
facilities in Africa, Latin America and Southern
Asia. This work is the result of an approach
adopted from the principles of Mahatma
Gandhi.

Decentralisation and empowering individuals
to articulate their needs, develop selfconfidence of people and join together to
solve problems. Targeting sustainability goals
of the SDGs related to solar, water, education,
professions and advocacy (14 Government
partners for example)

MISSION
The mission is to disseminate the Barefoot
Approach throughout rural communities
around the world, accomplishing what many
less comprehensive approaches have failed
to achieve

REFERENCES :

www.barefootcollege.org

CONTACT :

volunteer@barefootcollege.org
Sue.Stevenson@barefootcollege.org
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Cooperative Housing project - ADERRIED

Africa

Final recipients:

> In Senegal : 900 000
> In Mali : 180 000
#Participatory Governance

IN SHORT
ADER-RIED brings together recongnized
stakeholders of Social and Solidarity
Economy, which aims to develop solidarity
projects for SSE structures in the developing
countries.

HISTORY
Created in 1994, the ADER « association for
Economic and Regional Development » and
the RIED «
International Network EcoDevelopment » founded in 2004, have joined
forces since 2015 thanks tp this merger which
gives birth to the ADER-RIED.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
The association implements actions to
strenghten technical and organizational
capacities. The objective of the project is to
support housing cooperatives so that they
are able to offer their own solutions for
sustainable construction.

ACTIVITIES
This project realization involves taking into
account several angles : the social,
environmental and societal axis which,
combined, allow sustainable and ethical
development.

Supported by

Its mission is to support, with its members, the
emergence of housing cooperatives that
provide a concrete solution in the face of
today’s challenges for housing access in
Africa.

REFERENCES :

www.ader-ried.org

CONTACT :

info@ader-ried.org
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Foundation “Technique de Caldas” –
FUNTECALDASColombia
Initiated by the GSEF conferences in Puebla

in 2015, at the ILO, Montreal and Costa Rica in
2016
Principles
of
Solidarity,
Friendliness and Teamwork

Respect,

Location Department of Caldas
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
A complete academic training combining
conviviality, solidarity, and ethical work as
axes of school program of early childhood
from 0 to 5 years. "To train a new citizen of
the world".

To implement the principles of social and
solidarity economy in the academic system of
training of children: "the education of every
human being must include principles and
values of coexistence, citizenship, participation
and commitment".

HISTORY
We are a non-profit foundation that works on
a curriculum of early childhood and that
includes the principles of human rights and
SSE. The original postulate is that the behavior
of the man and the adult woman is affirmed
and defined essentially by his learning
between 0 and 5 years.

ACTIVITIES
Program implementation and class projects
based on teamwork, sharing experiences, joint
problem
solving,
psychosocial
skills
development
and
sharing.
Interactive
classroom application workshops are set up to
share experiences between teachers and
children.

MISSION
The mission is to include in the early
childhood curriculum universal values of the
social economy and solidarity. This program
must be established in the early years of life,
these values and principles will be those that
will create relationships between citizens.

REFERENCES:

CONTACTS:

María Celmira Toro Martínez
funtecaldas@gmail.com
Website: www.funtecaldas.edu.co
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Jossour Association - Environment and
Development
Morocco
Make parents aware of their
children's schooling

Several children have been in school
since the association's inception and the help
given to families

Location Kenitra
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
With a social vocation, the association was
able to mobilize families from the
neighborhoods of the city of Kenitra as well
as quality teachers to educate young
people in schools supported or built by the
association.

The improvement of the education system is
the fundamental objective of Jossour
Environnement. The association then makes
sure to choose competent teachers to enable
children from lower-income neighborhoods to
gain access to knowledge without having to
pay registration fees for private schools.

HISTORY
Wishing to participate in the revitalization of
the city of Kenitra and its cultural
development, the association decided to
invest in teaching. The Ministry of Education
and Teaching collaborated on the project
by supporting pedagogical approaches,
while the Moroccan State participated in the
financing.

ACTIVITIES
In 2014, the association created a preschool
and primary school in a popular district. This
associative project mixes the quality of
education with cultural outings and the
awareness of students for the protection of
the environment.

MISSION
Encouraging schooling and supporting
families in the path of education is the
mission the association has set itself. In
addition, the association aims to meet the
need for schooling in the neighborhoods
concerned. This associative and cultural
project is also developing in Mauritania.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Madda Aziz
E-mail: aziz55_1@hotmail.com
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International Organization of Social Tourism-OITS
Tourism in Actions

International

20 examples of social tourism
policies around the world

17 countries represented
continents

on 3

OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
Publication of the book "Tourism in Action:
20 examples of social policies and
programs around the world". Produced by
the OITS with the support of the French
Ministry of Economy and Finance (DGE).

To sensitize the governments, the international
institutions and the competent regional
authorities to the social policies of the tourism
and the good practices aiming to facilitate
the departure on holidays of the greatest
number.

ACTIVITIES
HISTORY
The International Organization for Social
Tourism (OITS) brings together many public
and private actors who are behind programs
or devices that allow more people to access
tourism. The idea of the collection is to be
able to present, according to a grid of
common points, examples coming from
various countries.

OITS organizes a world congress every two
years, regional or thematic forums as well as
workshops to stimulate business opportunities
between members and partners.

MISSION
Disseminate examples of good practices
related to the dual mission of OITS which is to
promote the development of "Tourism for all"
and to promote and support the various forms
of responsible tourism, solidarity, fair or
community.

REFERENCES: website

http://www.oits-isto.org

CONSULTER ICI

HTTPS://EN.CALAMEO.COM/READ
/005325398E47ECD0C12AB
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The MicroX Foundation
India

80% of the food consumed in sub-

Saharan Africa and Asia comes from the
work of small farmers

30% of the world's food is produced by
bees

IN SHORT
The MicroX Foundation is involved in
development projects, giving voice to local
communities. All progress is the result of local
financial,
social
and
environmental
involvement.

OBJECTIVE
The goal is to make farming work
profitable, by providing farmers with
more suitable land solutions, socially and
environmentally.

ACTIVITIES
HISTORY
At the India Youth Fund, the MicroX
Foundation received an award for the
implementation of the project "Desh ka
Culture Agriculture - Reconnection between
Urban Youth and Agrarian Heritage".

The foundation is involved in several
crucial areas such as:
- Pollinator protection
- Secure and promote the role of
women in agriculture
- Studying the health of the soil on
which the health of humans and the
planet depends

MISSION
Promote sustainable agriculture that will, at
the same time, improve the living and
working conditions of communities.

REFERENCES

Website: microxfoundation.com

Facebook:
www.facebook.com/microxfoundation/

CONTACT:

info@microxfoundation.com
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«CityTaps» Association – Running
water in every urban home
France
Health, dignity, productivity
1 million

urban residents have no
running water in their home

Vision : running water at home for all
#SmartCities

IN SHORT

OBJECTIVE

The
association
intervenes
through
prevention and awareness-raising actions to
reinforce the dynamics of solutions, to
consolidate the family’s good health, to
tackle the social evils, including forms of
violence.

The association aims to create a bridge
between the water operators who have
financial imperatives and the populations who
suffer from this lack of access to water,
especially in developing countries.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
After living in Silicon Valley, Gregoire Landel
moved to France in 2005 and launched a
project on water, an idea born when he was
in Uganda in 2002. He then asked how
enable local populations to benefit from the
water service at home.

MISSION

Construction of connected water meter,
specific for developing countries, with micropayments. Reassure operators by ensuring the
viability of projects and infrastructure
networks. Accompany people towards
financial autonomy and fight off the threat of
shortages.

« I know why I get up in the morning. I want
to solve the problem of water in the world. If
we do not, then who ? And if not today,
when? We have a solution so that people
have access to water at home. I hope to be
able to convince many talents to join our
adventure, convinced by this water issue. »
GL

REFERENCES

Official website: www.citytaps.org
Website : citiscope.org

CONTACT :

E-mail : info@citytaps.org
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Health Mutual PAMECAS

Proximity microinsurance for widespread health
coverage

Senegal

Number of members: 18 695
Number of dependents: 35 017
Total number of beneficiaries:
53 712
IN SHORT

OBJECTIVE

More than 80% of the Senegalese population
is not covered against health risks. To help
the most disadvantaged and vulnerable to
prevent the disease, Pamecas works to
provide access to care for those excluded
from existing social security systems.

HISTORY
The UM-Pamecas micro-finance network has
set up a health mutual to provide health
coverage to its members. In this way, the
members gave the elected leaders a
mandate to open the process necessary for
setting up a health mutual. The network has
invested since 2000 socially through a social
fund representing 5% of surpluses.

The main objective is to facilitate access to
health care at a lower cost and to secure
financial capital. The technical management
of the product, managed by a coordinator, is
entrusted to a management unit responsible
for implementing the product throughout the
distribution network.

ACTIVITIES
Conduct of a vast campaign of sensitization,
communication and awareness, but especially
the availability of management software for the
optimization of operations and the production
of stable information.

MISSION
Pamecas' mission is to promote the economic
and
social
well-being
of
grassroots
communities, in a spirit of solidarity and
democratic management, in order to
sustainably improve the quality of life. A
healthy population is a productive population!

REFERENCES

CONTACT:

François DIOUF
E-mail: françoisdiouf66@yahoo.fr
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Foundation for a Multidimensional
Education-FEMColombia
Financial year
Approx. 80.000 USD

22 members
Place Bolívar department
IN SHORT
FEM was founded in 2007 by four teachers
who sought to improve the teaching skills of
teachers in public education through a
methodology called dap(R)

OBJECTIVE
Increase opportunities for collaboration
between people of different ethnic, social,
economic and geographical background to
mutually improve our skills and building a fairer
country.

HISTORY
In 2007, four teachers who sought to improve
the teaching skill, they realized that the
problem does not just come from the lack of
competence in education, but also a
planning problem, a malfunction of the
public services, organizational management,
resources management and even public
health !

ACTIVITIES
At the FEM we all learn, not just communities.
This is an experimental learning experience
throughout the country, its realities, its
differences, and that we need to solve our
problems and our loss of confidence.

MISSION
FEM promote practical knowledge and
recognition among people, to better
understand that this country will only improve
through assembly.

REFERENCES
www.femcolombia.org
www.facebook.com/cartagenainsider

CONTACT:

www.facebook.com/femcolombia
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Humatem

Les Houches (74) - France
3 structures combining their knowhow

1 feasibility study (year 1)
1 solidarity re-employment
sector (year 2)
IN SHORT
Humatem implements a re-use of medical
equipment (equipment, instrumentation,
hospital furniture, technical aids) to create
economic, social and environmental value.

HISTORY
This is a unique initiative in France because of
its leaders : an NGO and two integration
companies that collaborate, its theme
(circular economy / re-use of medical
devices) and finally its aims which are social,
environmental and supportive.

MISSION
Humatem’s mission is to help countries,
structures and publics with low resources to
have a better access to medical equipment,
to optimize material resources and generate
economic activity to create jobs, as well as
to contribute to vulnerable or reconverted
groups training.

REFERENCES
Website : www.humatem.org

OBJECTIVE
The NGO Humatem wants to rely on inclusion
stakeholders to increase the social and
environmental impact of its medical
equipment bank, to professionalize its
logistics activity and rethink its economic
model. Mont-Blanc Insertion and ApiMontage are looking for a new activity to
diversify and develop.

ACTIVITIES
Inter-knowledge, feasibility study (year 1),
optimization of the collection system, training
actions, preparation of medical equipment
for re-use, development of IT tools,
communication
actions,
distribution
of
medical equipment upgraded, monitoring
and evaluation.

CONTACT :

Email : contact@humatem.org
Tel. : 04 50 54 68 83
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La Pépinière – Collective areas
Canada

More than 20 spaces transformed in 4
years

756 artistic performances in 2017
More than120 employees in
summer

IN SHORT
“La Pépinière” is an NPO that revitalizes public
spaces to revive the collective flame in the
heart of cities and create meeting and
gathering places where the human is at the
center.

HISTORY
Founded in 2014, “La Pépinière” is the
meeting of two passionate people with
complementary backgrounds and the same
desire to help build better cities. They have
united to transform Montreal into a united
and resilient community that is involved in
the future of a city renowned for its quality of
life and creativity.

OBJECTIVE
Engage the community in the co-creation of
collective spaces, to green the city and raise
awareness of food security through urban
agriculture, provide a showcase for
emerging designers and artists and stimulate
social and collective entrepreneurship by
offering a springboard for young companies.

ACTIVITIES
“La Pépinière” conducts citizen consultations
to identify the needs of the neighborhood.
Then the organization coordinates the design,
layout, programming and management of
this collectives spaces, collaborating with
local
stakeholders
and
federating
a
community of volunteers around the project.

MISSION
By creating and managing meeting spaces,
sharing and opportunities, La Pépinière aims
to make cities more humane, green and
participatory
in
order
to
strengthen
everyone's sense of belonging, break social
isolation
and
improve
our
living
environments.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

info@pepinière.co

www.pepiniere.co
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For a citizen appropriation of
currency - SOL Movement
France

15 local currencies and 5 in
project

More than
events
IN SHORT
« Mouvement Sol » is a space for initiatives
promotion
about
education,
experimentation, discussion and democratic
practice which is based on money as a
stake for the common good.

500 awareness
OBJECTIVE

This project aims to initiate a work of
accompaniement, of reflection on the
behaviours and production methods of
goods and services. The collaborative
learning of the movement is thus to valorize
practices in a mode of « research-action».

HISTORY
In response of the social, economic and
environmental crisis, the Sol movement and
the local currencies sought to provide
solutions, notably by proposing alternatives to
the financialisation of the economy and by
recreating social links on a territory. A project
made by and for citizens.

ACTIVITIES
➢Enabling
awarness
to
promote
the
mobilization
➢Promoting citizen initiatives.
➢Gathering actors from the political, business
world and civil society around a common will
to act.

MISSION
The Sol Movement, fulfilling a federator role ,
of sharing experiences and interlocutor with
the national authorities. The movement is a
citizen laboratory for tending towards the
buen vivir.

REFERENCES :

www.sol-réseau.org

CONTACT :

contact@sol-réseau.org
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CoopEst
Eastern Europe

Investment Size

between EUR 300,000 and EUR 3,000,000

3 members

the Executive Committee

IN SHORT
Social investor fostering local economic
development together with jobs creation and
a professional, innovative and committed
long-term partner. Coopest provides medium
and long term financial facilities to sociallyoriented financial intermediaries in Central
and Eastern Europe and Caucasus.

OBJECTIVE
Coopest is a privileged partner for local
development and a unique combination of
investors. Small and Medium Enterprises in
Central and Eastern Europe lack long-term
financing or face inappropriate banking
offers.

HISTORY
Coopest has been created in 2006 by
European key players of social finance in
Europe, together with the International Finance
Corporation and the European Investment
Found. For the first time, a financial instrument
is built on the solid foundations of renowned
European
social
economy
investors,
international finance institutions, ethical banks,
venture capitalists and civil society.

ACTIVITIES
To fulfill its mission Coopest is involved on
several sectors which are: microfinance
institution, Cooperative bank, Credit Union,
Mutual, Microfinance bank

MISSION
CoopEst is a professional, innovative and
committed
long-term
financial
partner
providiging of medium- and long-term, and
subordinated loans for local development.

REFERENCES :

www. coopest.eu

CONTACT :

Mail info@coopest.eu
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CoopVélo Cité
Canada

Offers a self-service working
space with specialized tools
Spread the many

cycling
IN SHORT
CoopVélo Cité is a non-profit community
service cooperative. It aims to promote utility
cycling while helping its members become
self-sufficient in the maintenance and repair of
their bicycles.

OBJECTIVE
Bring the community and the region to the
forefront by promoting cycling. The aim is to
offer users a service of information, training,
purchasing tools or user parts. Creating a link
between people: an other essential objective is
the cooperation that this cooperative allows.

HISTORY
The project is created by people who want to
share the benefits of cycling. Incorporated in
February 2016 and opened in June 2016, our coop contributes to the increase in cycling in the
City of Winnipeg.

benefits of

ACTIVITIES
Les The services include three components:
➢ A self-service workspace equipped with
specialized tools
➢ Personalized support
➢ Diversified training

MISSION
The mission of the cooperative is to promote
the use of active and sustainable transport at
low cost: good for health and for the
environment.

REFERENCES :

https://www.facebookCoopVeloCite
https://coopvelocite

CONTACT :

info@coopvelocite.ca
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Tanmia.ma – Non Gouvernemental
Organisation
Morocco

Networking,

partnerships

research

of

Place Rabat
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
Tanmia.ma is a national internet portal, a
participatory space, which links all actors of
development to the level of civil society but
also donors.

The objective of this participatory platform is to
strengthen the capacity of Moroccan
associations to exchange information. ,
express their priorities, their methods, keep
informed on important development issues,
and create alliances with the private and
public sector.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
Founded in 2004, the organization wished to
federate all actors of the development
(associations, government agencies, donors)
and to promote the use of ITC at the national
scale.

Associations can connect and exchange with
multiple partners. Tanmia.ma allows on its
interface the consultation of associative
guides or evaluation tools useful for each
stakeholder.

MISSION
Strengthen the capacity and role of
Moroccan civil society for participatory and
egalitarian development, through the use of
Information
and
Communication
Technologies.

REFERENCES

Site officiel : http://www.tanmia.ma
Facebook : Association Tanmia.ma

CONTACT :

Morocco Rabat Tel : 05 37 70
73 50 +212 5377-07350
E-mail : info@tanmia.ma
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Wake up Café

Rehabilitation of prison leavers
France
74 people accompanied since 2014
13 lodgings found

with

WKF

partners

About 65% of the beneficiaries of WKF
have a professional activity to date.

OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
The initiative aims to provide individual and
group support for people leaving prison. WKF
meets people in custody to prepare for their
release and accompanies them without any
time limit so that the reintegration is
successful and lasting.

Rely on a strong network of partners and
experts in the field to propose innovative,
adapted accompaniment to fight recidivism
and isolation. Creating a community with the
oldest experience proves to newcomers that it
is possible to escape from it is also an essential
goal of WKF.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
A prison chaplain for eight years, Clotilde
Gilbert has noted that imprisonment and
inaction dislocate, destruct and dehumanize
the person. With Olivier playing music in her
cell, she created a choir in prison. The
benefits of the participants made him want
to go further. Thus, with the support of some
entrepreneurs, was born Wake up Café July
7, 2014.

The Wake Up Café (WKF) begins as soon as
the association meets people through its
artistic and cultural workshops (theater,
photography, cinema, etc.). During the
detention, WKF works with the motivated
person and help him to find a project of
reinsertion. This work continues after the exit, in
an atypical and family place: a barge where
everyone feels supported. Approximately 20
animated workshops in detention have 300
participants per year.

MISSION
The main mission of WKF is to restore
confidence in people so that they become
the engine of their reinsertion and that
society
gives
them
a
chance.
In
collaboration with the Prison Administration,
WKF develops a network whose mission is to
answer all the problems encountered by
prisoners leaving prison.

REFERENCES

CONTACT:

Clotilde Gilbert
clotilde.gilbert@wakeupcafe.org
Website: www.wakeupcafe.org
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Support project at the Laboratory of Social and
Solidarity Economy (LAB’ESS)
Gingko
Tunisia
Panafrican project to strengthen the
structures of the SSE

Respond to economic, social,

democratic and environmental
challenges

8 jobs already created
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
The actors of the SSE help to reform the
social and economic fabric in a country
that was torn apart at the time of the
revolution,
but
which
nevertheless
achieved a unique democratization for the
countries affected by the Arab Spring. It is
therefore important to continue to support
SSE actors who help to revitalize the
economy in Tunisia.

HISTORY
The NGO Development Without Borders DSF- (former name of GINKGO) created in
2012 the Laboratory of Social and Solidarity
Economy (LAB'ESS). It includes a support
component of civil society organizations
through the “Bureau Association Conseil”
and an incubator of social enterprises.
Today, he continues to operate the entire
project and other strengthening projects.

Promote and support social entrepreneurship
through the development of skills and allow to
perpetuate the LAB'ESS so that its action is
empowered and its business model is
strengthened.

ACTIVITIES
Organize events promoting entrepreneurship
and professional meetings, launching calls for
applications, organizing collective training
sessions. Accompany associations in their
development diagnosis.

MISSION
The mission of the project is to put in place
an effective support system for project
leaders so that social entrepreneurs
acquire new skills to launch their activity.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Nicolas Messio
E-mail: nicolas.messio@gmail.com
Website: www.ginkgo-volunteers.org
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Ecuadorian movement of the social and
solidarity economy –MESSEEcuador
Project

“Derecho a la ciudad desde la

ESS”

Principles of sustainable development,

social justice and respect for cultural diversity

Location Southern

Ecuador
IN SHORT
The project Derecho a la ciudad (right to the
city), considers that the right to safe and
healthy housing and decent housing is
directly
linked
to
better
democratic
participation in planning and management
of the city, using mechanisms of information,
transparency and public accountability.

HISTORY
The project "Derecho a la ciudad desde the
ESS" aims to represent the Buen Viivr or Sumak
Kawsay, notions of the Constitutional Charter
of Ecuador as "the way of life that allows
happiness,
cultural
diversity
and
environmental sustainability : harmony,
equality, equity and solidarity ": notions
drawn from ancient South American
populations.

region of

OBJECTIVE

Share and reinforce the initiatives of actors
whose practices and experiences of SSE are
respectful of nature and human beings,
develop
dialogue,
knowledge
through
community learning, local, national and
regional and then global proposals to transform
societies in the context of a solidarity economy
that promotes Buen Vivir.

ACTIVITIES
A permanent dialogue for the development of
policies and alliances between the public and
private sectors, organizations and civil society,
including peasants, migrants, artisans, etc.
Promotion also of research and analysis of this
local economic dynamic as well as formation
of support groups to always put the human at
the center of the activities.

MISSION
Promote the sustainable habitat where all
Ecuadorians can fully develop and benefit
from the positive externalities of sustainable
cities management and planning.

REFERENCES

CONTACTS:

Johnny Jiménez
Johnnyjimenez@gmail.com
Website: www.messe.ec/
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Solidarity Guarantee Fund for
alternative projects
France
European
Federation
of
Finance and Ethical and

Alternatives Banks

Mutual Guarantee Fund
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
The "Solidarity Guarantee" is a mutual
guarantee fund. The guarantee of the Fund
is obtained after agreement of the decision
making bodies by the subscription of a
deposit

The purpose of the fund is to guarantee loans
as well as all other commitments, notably by
signature, made in favor of the beneficiaries
of the fund by any financial institution
approved by the FEBEA, in France and
abroad.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
The "Solidarity Guarantee" is a mutual
guarantee fund set up in 2002 on behalf of
FEBEA by Crédit Coopératif, which is also the
depositary.

MISSION
Choix Solidaire is a French socially responsible
Sicav whose specificity is solidarity. Indeed, it
invests at least 5% and up to 10% of its
portfolio in unlisted French and European
solidarity companies, in order to provide
them with means to develop.

REFERENCES

Guarantee deposits of the beneficiaries,
pooled between them, the endowments from
any public or private organization obtained for
its development, shared with the funds of the
section A, deposits of guarantee known as
sponsorship constituted by the sponsoring
organizations to the support of their counterguarantee, not shared between them and
managed by operation of the mutual
guarantee fund

Website: Fédération Européenne
Finances
et
Banques
Ethiques
Alternatives
www.febea.org

de
et

CONTACT:

+39 049 76 48 000
+39 049 76 48 009
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International Association of free
software -Ai2LCanada - France
International association and
research chair

Founded

During the 2008 edition of the Mont-Blanc
Meetings

IN SHORT
Throughout
the
Francophonie,
the
international association of free software
builds bridges between the values of free
software and the fundamental principles
of social economy.

HISTORY
Ai2L was founded in 2008 by six key
players in the French and Quebec Social
Economy : the Caisse d’économie
solidaire Desjardins, Group Up, Crédit
cooperatif, Filaction, Fondaction and
Macif. Its mission is to facilitate access to
free software for organizations committed
to collective developement.

OBJECTIVE
The association concentrates its activities
around three poles :
• Development of free software
• Securing electronic exchanges
• Sharing successful migration experiences
to open source software and creating
supranational standards.

SUPPORTED BY

MISSION
Through the creation of free software, Ai2L
contributes to the objective of social and
solidarity economy enterprises from
software producers.

REFERENCES :
www.ai2l.org

CONTACT :

E-Mail bastien.sibille@talcod.net
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African Institute for the Law and
Governance of Cooperatives (IADC)
Cameroon
Support program for the development
of cooperative entrepreneurship in the
agricultural sector in Cameroon
(PADECAC)

Trainings, seminars,
workshops

educational

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
The initiative is developed within a
research center bringing together farmers,
researchers and experts. Developed by
the farmers themselves, the initiative seeks
to promote cooperatives in Africa and
Cameroon in particular.

HISTORY
In Cameroon, the Institute noticed that,
despite the organization of producers in
cooperatives, farmers had difficulty
speaking with one voice. Bad living
conditions are then deplored during the
work of the peasants. This program aims to
pave the way for the professionalisation of
farmers in order to give cooperative
enterprises
the
keys
to
better
management to raise the voice of the
national
agricultural
cooperative
movement.

The
aim
is
to
promote
cooperative
entrepreneurship and improve the performance of
agricultural cooperatives. PADECAC aims to
provide cooperatives with tools to build their
efficiency, profitability and sustainability. The aim is
also to raise awareness and inform to improve the
visibility of cooperatives through studies that will
be conducted to evaluate the contribution of
cooperatives in job creation.

ACTIVITIES
The program has three essential objectives: the
identification and structuring of agricultural
cooperatives, the structuring and consolidation
of organizations, the networking of structures
between them and the sustainability of the
program, paying attention to the agricultural
value chain or to financial needs.

MISSION
To have an economic and social impact
by improving the income and the living
and working conditions of the producers,
to create independent, viable and
productive
cooperatives
in
an
industrialization process to increase the
value of production. Training sessions
would also strengthen the social and
environmental responsibility of citizens.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

Willy Tadjudje
E-mail: sigiadc@gmail.com

Website: https://iadc-28.webself.net
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GiveXpert Cœur Cacao

Thonon-les-Bains (74) - France
8 benefiting solidarity organizations
3 chocolate maker partners
1 insertion workshop

IN SHORT
First inclusive chocolate on-line sale. For
every chocolate bought through Coeur
Cacao, the profit margin is automatically
given to the partner organization of your
choice.

HISTORY
Online-shopping has significantly increased
as distance purchasing method, however
online donation remains low. The idea was to
offer a supportive e-commerce website that
sells product with sharing values.

OBJECTIVE
The main goal is to go beyond usual donors of
the organizations by giving them the
opportunity to delight their taste buds while
supporting a cause.

ACTIVITIES
The project selected 3 chocolate makers
offering ethical and high quality products.
With its partner organizations, Cœur Cacao is
doing multichannel communication through
e-mails, press and social media.

MISSION
Cœur Cacao is a way to raise awareness
towards the causes defended by its 8 partner
organizations as well as raising funds by
selling chocolates in a supportive and ethical
way.

CONTACT :
REFERENCES
Website : www.coeurcacao.org

Email :
alexandre@givexpert.com
Tel. : 04 58 00 11 89
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Social and Solidarity Economic
Cooperative - Sula Batsu Costa Rica

#Development

and digital

technologies

Motto : « A society of shared
knowledge»

IN SHORT
The Sula Batsu enterprise operates under
the self-managed cooperative model, with
the vision of exploring new forms of
management of associative enterprises
interested in social action.

OBJECTIVE
This goal is reached from different
approaches : digital technologies, art and
culture,
collective
construction
and
knowledge management and solidarity
social economy.

HISTORY
Founded in 2005 with the aim of
encouraging
and
strenghtening
local
development
through
working
with
organizations, social enterprises, community
networks and social movements at national
and global level.

ACTIVITIES
The Cooperative specializes in four áreas :
➢Digital technologies for development
➢Knowledge management
➢Art and culture for social transformation
➢Social economy solidarity

MISSION
Its mission : to be a leading organization
based on a social economic model of
solidarity that strenghtens local development
through open and inclusive exchange of
knowledge, experiences and housing.

REFERENCES :

www.sulabatsu.com

CONTACT :

info@sulabatsu.com
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Cabestan SCOP SA Cooperative
of Activity and Employment
France, Rhône-Alpes

Promoting accompaniment to selfconstruction
projects

and

participatory

250 contractors within Cabestan
3 Wills: Building / Co-building / Ecobuilding
IN SHORT

OBJECTIVE

By organizing meetings, by adopting a
democratic and social mode of governance,
Cabestan
accompanies
entrepreneurs,
especially building professionals, in carrying
out their economic activity and in the interest
of combining skills to promote the strength of
the collective.

Transmitting experiences and tools while allowing
the citizen and human appropriation of the
promoters of building cooperative projects to
create desires and to create dynamics. The
objective is a reappropriation by each of his
place of life. Openness to local solidarity is also the
cornerstone of the association.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
Cabestan, founded in 2003, was born of the
need to welcome and support creators of
activities in the building trades. The originality
of the project is to allow its creators within
companies to exchange, test and develop
their business by becoming a partner of the
cooperative.

Entrepreneurs pool all the services of the
cooperative
(accounting,
communication,
marketing), take advantage of the various
collective dynamics and break with the isolation
of the creators of companies. Many collective
workspaces
are
organized
to
promote
participation and dialogue among entrepreneurs.

MISSION
The missions developed show that this
concept attracts but is little known: it allows
people who would not dare to create their
activity,
to
launch
themselves
while
discovering
cooperation.
At
the
environmental level, it trains entrepreneurs to
use non-conventional materials.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Laurence Ducrot
E-mail: contact@cabestan.fr
Website: www.cabestan.fr
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Social innovation and decentralization
Gingko
Cameroon
Yaounde and Douala, Garoua, Bamenda
region

Establish solidarity networks on the
entrepreneurial level

For an inclusive development of all
actors of the ESS

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
The implementation of advocacy for the
integration of SSE in local policies has
proved necessary. Involving actors in the
development of social economy programs
is the main challenge of the project. In the
same way, to allow a better acceptance
of this new type of structures on the territory
is an essential stake in Cameroon.

HISTORY
To pursue the partnership with the AIMF,
GINKGO has been asked to support the
AIMF in its projects to strengthen its
member communities in Cameroon.
Particularly in terms of rapprochement with
the SSE. In order to study the feasibility of
future joint action and to define its
orientations, GINKGO carried out a
diagnosis of the situation for 7 months
before starting the project from 2016 to
2017.

The objective is to strengthen and enhance
synergies between the SSE and the
decentralized authorities in Cameroon. Thus,
the project aims to improve the quality of
services, create wealth on the territory and
allow a better social cohesion.

ACTIVITIES
Sensitize elected officials to the SSE to
structure a network of mayors for the SSE
(REMESS) which aims to carry out advocacy
at the national level. The project has also
enabled the writing of a capitalization guide
on SSE in Cameroon.

MISSION
Allow the mayors and / or secretaries
general of the Cameroonian communes to
understand the potential of the SSE and
then promote it in their communities and
among the different actors.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

Nicolas Messio
E-mail: nicolas.messio@gmail.com
Website: www.ginkgo-volunteers.org
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Bristol Community Ferry Boats
Bristol, United Kingdom
traffic with a 365
community boat service
Beating the

Members:

day

875

Passengers in 2015 124,371

IN SHORT
In December 2012 unfortunate circumstances
led to the Bristol Ferryboat Co going into
liquidation but a group of people raised money
to buy it. In 2013 they set up 'Bristol Community
Ferry Boats' as a community benefit society, a
type of cooperative, feeding any profit back
into the company to maintain and improve the
ferry service for Bristol. They have almost 900
shareholders, the majority of whom are Bristol
residents.

HISTORY
Bristol Community Set up in 2013 as a
community benefit society after a public share
offer in which 874 Bristol residents and others
bought shares of a minimum of £100 each and
a maximum of £1000, so the company would
not be dominated by large shareholdings.
Each member receives one vote irrespective of
number of shares. The Board is made up of 10
members, with 3 stepping down annually and
their replacements being elected by members
at AGMs.

OBJECTIVE
Based in Bristol Docks, Bristol Community Ferry
impressive 365 days a year, they improve the
lives of local people. They help young
unemployed people train as skippers and crew
members, and fight social isolation felt by many
elderly residents by providing a safe space to
come together.

ACTIVITIES
Bristol traffic is notorious, with 50,000 people
travelling into the center by car every day, so
more and more people are commuting by ferry.
Over 124,000 people use the Bristol Ferry Boats a
year. Using the ferry boats alleviates traffic
congestion and improves air quality for residents
in Bristol.

MISION
Bristol Community Ferry Boats help local people
and visitors to go around the city quickly and
discover the historic waterways. Alongside
running a timetabled ferry service an impressive
365 days a year, they improve the lives of local
people.

REFERENCES:
https://www.bristolferry.com/home/

CONTACT :

E-mail : info@bristolferry.com
Phone: 0117 9273416
44 The Grove, Bristol, BS1 4RB
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Cooperative Multi-Services and Professional
Services in Sociology – Coopesocio R.L.

Costa Rica
Inclusion and internship of young
professionals

Address the issues of unemployment,
underemployment and informal work

Urban areas of the provinces of Heredia,
Cartago, Alajuela and San José

IN SHORT
The cooperative of professionals in sociology
of Costa Rica, as a professional association, is
engaged in an associative logic. It brings
together
professionals
with
significant
experience in sociology. Through the
cooperative, these professionals, new or
older, offer various services in Costa Rica
related to employment and sociology.

HISTORY
This initiative was born within the College of
Sociology Professionals of Costa Rica, aiming
at
expanding
job
opportunities
and
completing field training for young graduates.
It is the only trade union cooperative in the
country. Since 2015, she has been working on
studies to find out about the socioprofessional conditions in Costa Rica.

OBJECTIVE
To allow joint work between more experienced
professionals and young graduates as this sharing
of knowledge will give new professionals a wider
work experience and increase their social capital
notably through their involvement in specific
projects.

ACTIVITIES
Create a multi-service cooperative with a twofold
objective: to allow joint work between
experienced professionals and young graduates:
this involves sharing knowledge and training
workshops. The pre-cooperation process was
conducted by the National Institute for
Cooperative Development throughout 2016, and
the cooperative is formally established in May
2017.

MISSION
Promote employment for young graduates
who, because of lack of experience, are
experiencing real difficulties in entering the
labor market.

REFERENCES:

CONTACTS:

Xiomara Brenes Roldan
gerenciacoopesocio@gmail.com
Website: www.cps-cr.net
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Association for the fight against rare
diseases and disability -Almoha« Une Chocolaterie solidaire »
France and Cameroon
1 French out of 10

is affected by
disability and professional insertion is difficult

18%

is the unemployment rate of people
with disabilities in France

80 billion euros annual worldwide
revenue generated by chocolate

IN SHORT
Thanks to its experience in helping people
with disabilities and the difficulties facing
Cameroon in its cocoa sector, the
association is launching a project with
strong human, economic and social
potential in France and in Africa.

HISTORY
The project was born of a twofold
observation: the significant difficulties of
professional insertion of people with
disabilities and the world cocoa market is
generating wealth.
In this SSE approach, the project promoters
wish to provide producers a decent salary
and eventually develop the bio-fair in
Cameroon (5th largest producer in the
world).

OBJECTIVE
The « Une chocolaterie solidaire » project tries to
meet two basic needs: to structure the cocoa
sector so that small Cameroonian producers can
benefit from the sale of their products while
making people with disabilities benefit from
ethical work.

ACTIVITIES
The creation of a solidarity chocolate factory
located in the Paris region will be managed by
80% of people with disabilities. A cocoa
processing unit will be based in southern
Cameroon and Sangmelima and will be supplied
by a cooperative of small local producers. 100
small producers will be trained and the cocoa
sector will be accompanied to organic
production.

MISSION
Through this project of high-end chocolate
factory, the primary mission is to create jobs
and wealth. Developing the potential of
everyone beyond physical, moral, cultural or
ethnic differences is one of their founding
value. The project already receives requests
from other regions of Cameroon and other
African countries to duplicate this model.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Nadine Abondo
E-mail: nadine.abondo@gmail.com
Website: www.almoha.fr
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Touti Terre

Rumilly (74) - France
25% of work time saved in
vegetable farming

30 000 farms

concerned in

France

100% of the soil preserved
IN SHORT
Touti Terre improves agriculture working
conditions. The tool helps to reduce the
drudgery of work which enhances vegetable
farmers’ daily life and brings them significant
productivity gains.

HISTORY
Created in 2014, Touti Terre is a family
company situated in Haute-Savoie (French
Alps). Built in France, Toutil has been closely
conceived and developed since 6 years with
producers, taking into consideration their
advice and working experiences.

OBJECTIVE
Situated in a vegetable farm, the initiative
benefits from privileged conditions to test
products. The willingness of Touti Terre is to be
located in the heart of use tests in order to
enhance virtuous loops of a direct
collaboration with concerned users.

ACTIVITIES
In order to grow, Touti Terre is made of a
multidisciplinary and experienced team with
strong networks of industrial partners, each of
them being well known for their specific
knowledge
:
agricultural
techniques,
mechanic,
engineering,
electronic,
computing, industrial design, fabrics, …

MISSION
The company’s mission is to promote the
development of a more environment-friendly
agriculture, and on a larger scale, to support
the conservation of a harmonious bound
between Humans and Earth.

REFERENCES
Website : www.toutillo.com

CONTACT :

Email : flore@toutilo.com
Tel. : 09 72 52 86 67
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The Free software Chair — Social and
solidarity Finance
Canada
The chair is financing by 6 active
partners in social economy (three French
and three Quebercers)

Place Canada
IN SHORT
The Free Software Chair — Social and
Solidarity Finance is attached to the
Department of Computeur Science of the
Faculty of Science of the University of Quebec
in Montreal (UQAM). The Chair is financed
mainly by the international Association of the
Free Software for Social Economy (Ai2L) .

HISTORY
In January 2009, the Free Software Chair in
Social and Solidarity Finance was launched.
This chair, which is part of the Computer
Science Department in Montreal, is the result
of more than four years if concerted by its
initiators.

OBJECTIVE
This initiative should enable the world of
socially responsible finance to free itself from
closed software.

ACTIVITIES
To fulfill its mission, the Chair undertook a
number of projects: Directory services,
workflow engines selected for evaluation, rule
engines selected for evaluation, construction
tool Operating scenarios, bibliography…

SUPPORTED BY

MISSION
Its mission is to carry out research centered
on developement of free software dedicated
to social, solidarity or socially responsible
financial services with the aim of initiating a
major « free » project, ultimately developing
a family of software for this sector of activity
both in Quebec and internationally.

CONTACT :

chaire-logiciel-libre@uqam.ca

REFERENCES :

http://www.chaire-logiciel-libre.uqam.ca/
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Social innovation and
decentralization
Cameroon
15 training workshops in 10 regions of
Cameroon

220

communes sensitized to the ESS
thanks to the program

Place Wilaya of Tizi-Ouzou
IN SHORT
The Social and Solidarity Economy is an
important contribution to local, sustainable
and inclusive development. Innovation and
the
socio-economic
development
of
territories in Cameroon are means of bringing
synergy between the local authorities and
the actors of the SSE.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this social innovation and
decentralization project is to strengthen
synergies between the different actors: local
authorities and SSE stakeholders. Thus, the aim
is to enable the mayors of the Cameroonian
municipalities to conceive the potential of the
ESS within their communities.

HISTORY
The project is launched in September 2016
with the aim of supporting the setting up of
the Network of Mayors of Cameroon for the
ESS (REMESS), a network that will also
participate in the International Cooperatives
Summit in Quebec City in 2016. This resulted
in January 2017 at the First Meeting of the
Territories for the ESS in Yaounde.

ACTIVITIES
This program is based on a political
mobilization and development of the Network
of Mayors of Cameroon, as well as on raising
awareness of SSE and training in its practice.
Advocacy is also carried out at the
institutional level.
Partners: AIMF, SOS Group, REMCESS, PFAC

MISSION
Encourage social economy approaches in
Cameroon by promoting good practices
and developing a real cooperation between
actors in the Cameroonian territories.

REFERENCES

Website : aimf – Le réseau mondial des
élus locaux francophones

CONTACT :

Phone : (+33) 01 44 88 22 88
9, rue des Halles
75001 Paris (FRANCE)
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Beautiful Solutions
Etats-Unis

Interconnected matrix of Solutions,
Values, Theories and Stories

Online platform, book, and training
program which provides valuable
resources and inspiration for project
owners

IN SHORT
Beautiful Solutions is an interactive space for
sharing transformative stories, solutions and
big ideas in practice all around the world.
Gathering experiences of all countries, it aims
to provide a pool of resources and
inspiration.

OBJECTIVE
Gathering examples and providing resources
to each person interested in finding new
solutions are the primary objectives of the
online platform, which can be defined as a
support tool for project developers.

HISTORY
Beautiful Solutions was a natural continuity of
its partner This Changes Everything, the
dominant narrative on the climate crisis.
Prompted by this analysis, Beautiful Solution
aims to respond to people concerns about
real alternatives to this economic system
fundamentally opposed to a livable future.

ACTIVITIES
This initiative has implemented an interactive
platform that gathers and shares ideas through
several categories like values, stories, solutions
and theories. This pool of knowledge, created
by ongoing contributions of thinkers and
practitioners on the forefront of building new
solutions, is the core of Beautiful Solutions.

MISSION
The main mission is to prove that real
alternatives already exist and to provide
valuable resources and inspiration gathered
by an online platform, book, and training
program.

REFERENCES

Website: solutions.thischangeseverything.org

CONTACT :

solutions@beautifultrouble.org.
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Scoop - The Enspiral Network
New Zealand

500, 000 readers a month
Unique, independent and
necessary in NZ media
IN SHORT
The Enspiral Network is a social enterprise
ventures with social entrepreneurs working
together with shared vision and values. The
project Scoop news is NZ’s largest
independent news source.

HISTORY
The Enspiral Network is founded in 2010. They
started launching companies and the words
of Social enterprise entered in their
vocabulary : they launched the Enspiral
Foundation and strated exploring how a
collective of businesses could work together.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
The values and goals of Scoop are : freedom,
expression, ideas, informations, empowerment
and transformation. Sccop believes in the power
of information and the power compelling ideas
to propel themselves into political consciousness
to be debated.

ACTIVITIES
As the Enspiral Foundation is looking for : to
support the network as a whole, which facilitate
collaboration between people. Scoop has been a
news innovator since it started in 1999 and has
built a strong network of New Zealand. Any profits
Scoop Publishing makes will go to the Scoop
Foundation to support Public Interest journalism
projects like this one produced in 2016 on PND in
NZ and this one funded in 2017 on Earthquakes.

Scoop news is about empowerment, it allows
a plurality of viewpoints and equality of
access to the fruits of the information age.
The mission is « to be an agent of of positive
change » and to provide in NZ an access to
a plateform to express themsleves.

REFERENCES

www.scoop.co.nz
https://enspiral.com/aboutenspiral/ventures/

CONTACT :

info@scoop.co.nz
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We own it !

International

The cooperative movement is based
on democracy and solidarity

#The future of work is
ours.
IN SHORT
We own it is a campaign on cooperative
youth
entrepreneurship
funded
by
international organizations of international
cooperatives, in response to the alarming
phenomenon of youth unemployment.

HISTORY
The awareness of young people to
cooperatives is the keystone of the creation
of the We own it! CICOPA and the Alt gen
cooperative then launched this initiative.

OBJECTIVE
"We need an economy that takes everyone
into account - a truly democratic economy
that benefits everyone, not just the 1%. How
to do all this? Cooperatives ".

ACTIVITIES
Following values of autonomy, common
goods and transparency, the campaign
provides
information
and
tools
on
cooperatives to raise awareness and offers
support to national organizations in each
country.

MISSION
This campaign seeks to inspire young people,
the next generation, to enter the labor
market so that human and economic
relations are more human rights conscious
and more egalitarian.

REFERENCES:

www.we-own-it.ccop
www.cicopa.coop

CONTACT:

Leire.lunego@cicopa.coop
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TIGcRE – Intergenerational Tandem for
Enterprise Creation and Recovery
France
Encouraging youth-seniors coentrepreneurship
To reinforce social cohesion
Sustain the financing of social
protection
IN SHORT
Young people and older workers are the two
most stigmatized categories of workers in the
labor market. Entrepreneurship now appears
as an alternative form of employment. The
complementarity of skills and experiences
resulting from generational mixing appears to
be an asset for engaging and / or sustaining
an entrepreneurial project.

HISTORY
TIGcRE is born from the idea of initiating a
citizen's approach, to find innovative
solutions to address this situation. Incarnating
the concept with a young person,
generation Y, we were able to verify and
validate the surplus value resulting from the
clash of cultures and the complementarity of
the experiments.

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to facilitate the creation of
"intergenerational tandems" bringing together
a young and a senior, with complementary
skills and resources, to co-create businesses.
TIGcRE intervenes only on the human
relationship, versus the economic and financial
support offered by dedicated structures with
which it works in network.

ACTIVITIES
TIGcRE
organizes
meetings
between
promoters and carriers of skills (indifferently
young or senior). It also accompanies the
Tandem on the duration, in order to
consolidate it: validation of the relevance of
the matching, personalized coaching.

MISSION
Giving young people and seniors, together
or united to strengthen, an economic activity
by
valuing
their
specificities
and
encouraging the return to employment,
through entrepreneurship

REFERENCES

CONTACT:

Christine DAMIGUET
E-mail: contact@tigcre.org
Website: www.tigcre.org
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Eqosphere
France

6 to 7 Tonnes/ Month of saved
products at wholesalers

15%

reduction in the volume of waste
since the intervention of Eqosphere

Optimizes the second life of waste
– innovation which values the surplus

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
Eqosphere is a social enterprise that, while
fighting against food waste, participates in
the implementation of a circular economy in
cities : a model for the future of our society.

Eqosphere provides solutions in a world in
transition and aims to reduce food and nonfood waste. The goal is to upgrade the unsold
surplus to combat waste while at the same
time about 800 000 people are threathened
by famine in the world.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
Founded in 2012 by Xavier Corval, Eqosphere
is the result of an intuition : it was necessary to
create a smart connected web platform that
would create links between supply and
demand for surplus. Thereafter, Eqosphere
was awarded the 1st ECO-Innovation Prize in
the city of Paris.

MISSION

Increase the volume of upgradable products
to oriente them to associative, charitable and
humanitarian structures. Work on consulting
solutions that diagnose potential in large
distributions or wholesalers to recover and
manage product’s acquisition operations.

In partnership with one of our
members :

In addition to providing innovative solutions
such as food waste paint pots, Eqosphere
seeks social utility through activities that
create economic, social and environmental
value.

REFERENCES

Youtube : EQOSPHERE
Official website : www.eqosphere.com

CONTACT :

Tel : 09 72 60 23 70
E-mail :
contact@eqosphere.com
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International Peasant’s Movement –
La Via Campesina International

200 Million

peasants involved

73 countries concerned
164 organisations engaged
IN SHORT
La Via Campesina is an international
movement which brings together millions of
peasants, small and medium farmers,
indigenous people and migrant all around the
world. It defends small-scale sustainable
agriculture as a way to promote social justice,
dignity and biodiversity.

OBJECTIVE
The defence of food sovereignty, which is
concerned with the needs and means of
those who produce and those who consume,
to put an end to the resilient phenomenon of
the neoliberal economy.

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
En 1993, a group of farmers from the four
continents founded the organisation. This era
marks the beginning of the agri-food industry
in a globalized system, particulary around
the
agricultural
policies.
Farmer’s
organisations therefore wanted to make their
voice heard in a common and international
way.

The movement defends natural seeds while
fighting against isolation and all forms of
violence against women and the rights of
peasants.

MISSION
Now heard by the FAO and the UN Human
Rights Council, the association is rooted in a
deep sense of global unity that gives it
legitimacy and vitality.

RÉFÉRENCES :

www.viacampesina.org

CONTACT :

viacampesina@viacampesina.org
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Atelier CAPACITES
Lyon (69) - France
27 months = co-construction, web,
graphic design, communication

The cost of the first version is 43K

€

2,3 M is the target audience at the
urban area of Lyon

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
MOBYCITY is a social network for mobility, its
goal is to improve the synergy of 3 types of
mobility : functional, sustainable and
knowledge.

HISTORY
In 2014 a participative approach regarding
the mobility in Lyon (4 working groups, 8
workshops, 20h of discussion) is launched. In
2015
the
name
and
web/graphic
development is voted. The year after a
website, test version and communication are
created. In 2017 are collected user
feedbacks and access is granted to the
public.

The main objective is to promote flexible and
local means of transportation, suitable with
users living areas (workplace, campus,
shopping areas, parks), as well as enhancing
trading of goods, services, competencies and
knowledge.

ACTIVITIES
The initiative activities are based on 3 tools: a
“short distance car-sharing” service to move
around local daily areas with a reduced
environmental footprint, a collaborative
mapping showing places engaged towards
ecological conversion and a Local Exchange
Trading System (LETS) promoting solidaritybased practices without trading bonds.

MISSION
The mission is to support more ecological,
ethical and supportive mobility practices.

REFERENCES
Website : www.ateliercapacites.com

CONTACT :

Email :
direction.atelier.capacites@gmail.com
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Piipee – Save the Water
Brazil

Reduces water consumption by

80%

More than 6,000,000 liters of
water saved
IN SHORT
10 to 13 L of water is wasted at each flush.
Piipee is an organic and ecological liquid to
use instead of flushing. The product removes
the smell and color of the urine while
cleaning the bowl.

OBJECTIVE
The strategy of this project is to continue to
establish itself in Latin America. Promoting this
type of invention also makes citizens aware of
their own water consumption. The project
meets the Sustainable Development Goals.

HISTORY
Ezequiel Da Rosa, founder of Piipee, designs
the project in 2010 when he wonders why we
use so many liters of water only to remove
urine from the toilet. Sales are a success in
Brazil and the project will experience a major
development including being invited to
COP21.

ACTIVITIES
Promoting, raising awareness and selling the
"Piipee" eco-friendly device are the project's
project leaders. Pipee's activities and mission
tend to create a more sustainable future, in
which no one will waste water unnecessarily by
going to the bathroom.

MISSION
Water, the blue gold of the planet, is a
resource that is both essential and
increasingly scarce. Saving the water we use
every day is Piipee's main mission. Fighting
the unnecessary waste of flushing is also less
expensive for the user.

REFERENCES:

www.piipee.com.br
Facebook : @piipeeBr

CONTACT:
www.piipee.com.br
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Entremise – Transient laboratory
Canada, Quebec, Montreal

Principles

Urban regeneration, social
economy, inclusivity, heritage etc.
In the framework of the Transitional

Laboratory, a first occupation

project of 2000 m2
For a development of the SSE
network

IN SHORT

OBJECTIVE

Entremise is redefining traditional real
estate management models to meet
today's
social,
environmental
and
economic challenges. Considering the
social and patrimonial value of a place
allows it to create affordable spaces by
revitalizing neighborhoods.

HISTORY
As an NPO in a North American context,
Entremise created in 2016 aims to position
itself through its role as intermediary and its
governance as a player that increases the
access and control of populations over
land. A multidisciplinary international
collective reflection on transient urbanism
that led to the creation of the Transitional
Laboratory project in partnership with the
City of Montreal.

The objectives are to facilitate the deployment
of temporary and temporary uses in vacant
sites in Montreal to form a network of
affordable community-based venues within 10
years. Creating this kind of local economy
through the collaboration of various actors is
the cornerstone of the project: to transform
oneself into co-creating the city.

ACTIVITIES
Entremise works to unlock rental land in vacant
spaces, secure it and offer it at a low price for
rent. The team develops advisory services and
expertise on vacant buildings. The program
acts as intermediary for local actors

MISSION
Entremise's mission is to give buildings the
chance to be recovered in a patrimonial,
local, environmental and social context,
giving a social opportunity to those who
need it. In the same way, it is a matter of
sensitizing the public sphere to the stakes of
the vacancy of certain places to lay an
institutional and partnership framework to
the possible solutions.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

Jonathan Lapalme, Mathilde Rudloff
E-mail: jonathan@entremise.ca ;
Mathilde@entremise.ca
Website: www.entremise.ca
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Energy check
France

Energetic transition
France and abroad

Investment in renewable
energy projects
IN SHORT
Check dedicated to the financing of
sustainable energy, bought by local
authorities and which allow the beneficiaries
to equip themselves with production
equipment.

HISTORY
Implemented by the ESS Lab, the campaign
"1000 ESS structures are committed to the
citizen energy transition" allows the ESS
structures to shaw their involvement in the
energy transition, by taking some very
concrete commitments and simple to realize.

OBJECTIVE
Develop incentives for energy transition.

ACTIVITIES
The Group intends to use the strength of its
offer based on shared-rate checks to
encourage communities to make the
energy transition (solar checks, renewable
energy checks, energy efficiency checks). It
also conducts a thorough study to spend up
to 100% of his French contracts at Enercoop.

MISSION
Expand the offer of incentives for energy
transition to communities (e.g. solar checks,
renewable energy checks, energy efficiency
checks, etc.)

REFERENCES :

www.up-group-foundation.com

SUPPORT BY

CONTACT :

E-Mail contact@up-group-foundation.com
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NGO : recycling and Fair Trade Conserve India
India
#PEOPLE PLANET PRODUCT
300 trained families
Place New Dehli
IN SHORT
The NGO Conserve India combines social
and environmental aspects through its
plastic recycling activity, while remunerating
slum workers by three times that of other
wholesalers.

HISTORY
Anita Ahuja, self-thaugh designer
and
Shalabh Ahuja, engineer, founded this Indian
NGO in 1998. By witnessing the extrem
poverty of the inhabitants in the slums of New
Dehli and the tons of plastic waste thrown on
the ground that they decided to develop an
organization linking population development
and reuse of waste.

OBJECTIVES
To enable the poorest people to cover their
basic necessities and to emancipate
themselves through work. Conserve India
offers training to allow its employees to
integrate into society. In the same way,
profits are reinvested in schools for the
neighborhood’s children.

ACTIVITIES
Plastic waste picked up in the streets of Delhi
are sorted, sterilized and treated to make
bags, necklaces, shoes or other accessories
for sale around the world to participate in fair
trade.

MISSION
Conserve India fights against poverty and
pollution in India, facing several challenges
such as convincing local authorities of the
viability of the project or adapting to the
many Indian dialects. In the long term, the
NGO hopes to employ 1500 familes to help
their emancipation.

REFERENCES :

www.novethic.fr
www.conserindia.org

CONTACT :

info@conserveindia.org
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HopHopFood

Solidarity through food sharing and the fight
against food waste

France

Food waste is the third largest

greenhouse gas emitter in the world

10 million tonnes

of food waste are

produced each year

The 4 economies according to HHP:
sharing, circular, social and solidarity

IN SHORT
HopHopFood tends to develop spaces of
collective solidarity by reducing the food
waste of individuals/households via a free
digital platform.

HISTORY
Although the food needs of people in
precarious situations are high, there is no
way for individuals to give their food for
free to another individual. HHF wished to fill
this gap. The digital platform will be
launched on 16 October 2017 for World
Food Day. The ambition of the project is to
create spaces of solidarity, the use of the
electronic platform is an essential means.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
For HopHopFood, the challenge is to use a
structure of the social and solidarity economy to
develop these spaces of solidarity and thus to
create partnerships with local communities and
other actors of the SSE. The objective is to
promote food sharing by means of a
geolocalized digital platform open to all.

ACTIVITIES
The deployment of the platform will allow free
fight against food waste by a simple and
direct connection between individuals. The
association focuses on identifying target
areas where food needs are regular or
occasional: residences for migrants, foster
homes, student residences, etc. The test areas
are decided in consultation with local
authorities.

Its mission is to share food by creating
spaces of solidarity between populations
that do not meet usually. This collaborative
economy makes it possible to have a
positive impact on the fragile populations.

REFERENCES

CONTACT:

Michel Montagu, Jean-Claude Mizzi
E-mail : contact@hophopfood.org
Website : www.hophopfood.org
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Foundation of Services for
Sustainable Development – SEDAL
Ecuador
Agro-ecological baskets
Organic products sold directly by
farmers

Province of Pichincha, Cayambe Region

IN SHORT
This project allows farming families, especially
women
and
indigenous
peoples
of
Cayambe, to sell their products, generate
regular income for their families, taking care
of the environment since no pesticides are
used in production.

HISTORY
The SEDAL Foundation supports this peasant
organization project in the context of
agroecological production. The project is
carried out in 70 family plots an average of 35
types of crops are planted. The production is
consumed by the family and surpluses are
sold: baskets of 22 products are delivered
once a month.

OBJECTIVE
Achieve
permanent
agroecological
production to feed an entire region, generate
stable incomes for women and natives of the
Cayambe region, while educating consumers
about healthy production and consumption,
bringing the countryside closer to the city.

ACTIVITIES
Bi-annual production of several crop varieties
in family agro-ecological plots. There is also a
monthly monitoring of parcels by a team of the
organization.
After
the
harvests,
the
management of the delivery of the products of
the basket is essential: selection, washing etc.

MISSION
Promote access to fair markets for farmers by
generating income for rural families, mainly
farmers, small producers.

REFERENCES

CONTACT:

Patricia Yaselga
direccion@sedal.org.ec
Website: www.sedal.org.ec
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Movement France – P^3 Project:
Plastic, Project, Clutch
Burkina Faso

10 children in school
11 salaried women
10,000 bags recycled
between 2015-2016
IN SHORT
The initiative responds to social and
ecological values: on the one hand,
because its activities provide decent work
for single mothers in precarious situations
and in the other hand it allows the recycling
of thousands of plastic bags.

HISTORY
P^3 was born in 2014 with the desire to create
a sustainable ecological and human project in
Burkina Faso. In 2015, the implementation of
the project also requires recognition at the
institutional level and the project creates
Movement France with individuals who believe
in the future of integration in Africa, notably
through recycling.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
Quite non-existent, waste management is
lacking in the city, which is then experiencing
significant pollution, caused by wild dumps. If
these positive actions are still modest, the
dynamic is launched in the city. The main
objectives are the recovery of waste, the
employment of single mothers and the
promotion of sustainable buildings.

ACTIVITIES
About 20 garbage were placed in the town of
Ouahigouya and the installation of the first
recycling workshop for water bags allows
employees to recycle an average of 200kg of
plastic bags per month. The initiative improves
the daily lives of the inhabitants in social terms
by creating jobs but also environmental.

Waste is, for P^3, a solidary means of
generating income, valuing each person's
skills and protecting the environment. Taking
charge of the reality of unemployment and
the precariousness of many women in
Burkina Faso is one of the tasks of the
project.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

Gaelle Nougarede
E-mail: francemovement@gmail.com
Website: https://movementfrance.com
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The Crayon Initiative
United-States

Every year, over 500, 000 pounds of
broken crayons are discared in landfilss
throughout the country

Recycle

unwanted crayons into unlimited

possibilities

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
The association recovered unwanted
crayons to recycle them into new ones.
Then, they donate them back to schools,
hospitals, arts programs and other
organizations invested in our children.

HISTORY
The founder of the Initiative, Bryan Ware,
was chocked during a dinner at the
restaurant when he learned that the
crayons holding by his son were throw
away even if they were not touch and
eventually ended up in the landfill. Thus,
that became a challenge to find a
creative way to recirculate.

The broad objective is to provides in hospital
entertainment and learning programs. It’s
important for children to continue normal
childhood development and skills building. Art
help hospitalized children by alleviating
anxiety, providing psychological support, and
offering creative outlets for self-expression.

ACTIVITIES
The Crayon initiative organizes crayon
collections that take unwanted crayons,
remanufactures them, and provides them to
hospitals that are caring out for kids.

MISSION
To allow children in hospital escaping into a
world of fantasy penned by their own
imagination just by using crayons and to
adopt a more environmental approach.

REFERENCES:

www.thecrayoninitiative.org
www.facebook.com/thecrayo
ninitiative/

CONTACT :

E-mail : info@thecrayoninitiative.org
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Association HAbeeTATIONFrance

Bees:

in charge of 80% of
pollination

100% handmade by French
artisans

IN SHORT
HAbeeTATION is an association dedicated to
safeguarding the environment. The project is
supported by a community of experts on bee
and ecology. The association has created a
new type of biodiversity hive. Insofar as bees
are endangered, HAbeeTATION is dedicated
to their well-being.

HISTORY
After their studies of design, three friends
decide to work around the environmental
problems. In 2015, in an eco-responsible and
collective approach, HAbeeTATION is born. It
proposes a new approach to the bee since
by helping bees it is also to human that the
association help.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
These hives are innovative: they are devoted
to the natural development of bee
populations. There is little intervention on the
hives and each is accompanied by a
beekeeper who makes a diagnosis of
observation. The goal is to safeguard the Bee
and our biodiversity. Adapted to everyone, this
initiative tends towards reintegration activities
and the development of local jobs.

ACTIVITIES
After the experimentation phase of the
prototypes, production will be initiated,
involvement
in
social
or
reintegration
workshops, training of first beekeepers,
development of awareness workshops and
communication on the approach in order to
spread this social and economic model.

The association proposes a hive design
completely redesigned using beekeepers,
potters, biologists ... The materials have been
chosen with care, they are natural, untreated
and recyclable. This hive of biodiversity aims to
allow the bees to redevelop, honey is not
taken: this weakens the colony. There is the big
difference with those who collect and sell
honey.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Puill Benjamin
Clément Marie-Ségolène
projet.habeetation@gmail.com
http://projethabeetation.wixsite.com/thenewp
lacetobee
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Foundation Natura Bolivia
Bolivia

196,250 ha of forest conserved by Protected
areas

4,000

families receiving productive initiatives
in exchange of conserving aroung 200,000 ha
of water producing forests.

IN SHORT
Foundation Natura Bolivia (NGO), in
partnership with local stakeholders such as
municipalities, water cooperatives, irrigators
associations,
private
institutions
and
international cooperation helps communities
to protect their water through the protection
of their forests.

HISTORY
The foundation was created in 2003 with the
aim of developing biodiversity conservation
actions and natural resources sustainable
management. The foundation is a pioneer
institution in implementing agreemembts for
forests conservation

OBJECTIVE
The main objective is to help communities to
protect their wather through the conservation
of their forests.

ACTIVITIES
They realised their goal by implementing
Reciprocal Water Agreements (RWA) that
consolidates local institutions that are
supporting and implementing conservation
actions in favor of the upstream water of the
Tropical Andes.

MISSION
The mission is to help communities to protect
their water and resources through the
protection of their forests and maintain the
richness of biodiversity.

REFERENCES

www.naturabolivia.org
https://www.facebook.com/Fundacion/Natur
a-Bolivia

CONTACT :

Tel/Fax : +591 3 353 2126
E-mail :
naturabolivia@naturabolivia.org
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La Charrette
La Roche-sur-Foron (74) - France

107 000 farmers in direct
distribution

A margin of 35% in delivery costs

IN SHORT
La Charrette is a website that offers shared
deliveries between producers. It enables
producers who have common delivery routes
to come into contact in order to gather
together.

HISTORY
La Charrette comes from two consumers
who had some difficulties in buying local
products:
too
many
constraints,
commitment, high price… They understood
that one of the barriers of the development
of an open short supply chain was logistics.
Optimizing it enables consumers to save
money on supply and producers to get paid
far better.

OBJECTIVE
Optimizing delivery routes made by producers
is the main objective. So the platform must
gather together all trips made by producers
and create an easy and fast linking system to
promote pooling and sharing transport.

ACTIVITIES
As a first step, the priority is to bring together a
sufficient number of producers interested in
this action. To implement the project, the
team calls Rhône-Alpes producers (60
registered at the present time) and meets in
each department territorial stakeholders who
support the initiative.

MISSION
The main missions is to make healthy and
local food easily accessible to consumers by
fostering supply in direct distribution, as well
as enable producers to enhance fairly their
products.

REFERENCES

Website : www.lacharette.org

CONTACT :

Email : marie@lacharrette.org
Tel. : 06 64 12 89 69
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TETRIS

The third place of the ecological and
solidary transition
France
TETRIS Territorial Ecological Transition

through Research and Social Innovation
TETRIS brings together

cluster

of

comprising 20

1 territorial

economic

cooperation

territorial structures
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
TETRIS
(Territorial
Ecological
Transition
through Research and Social Innovation), in
line with the Sustainable Development
Goals, participates in the development of
associations for popular education, food
cooperatives and sustainable development
at the local level.

HISTORY
The territorial dynamics of economic
cooperation TETRIS began in 2013 with a
grouping of SSE actors whose aim was to
contribute to sustainable development at
the level of their territory. The involvement of
various structures led them to adopt the
status of SCIC (Cooperative Society of
Collective Interest). In 2015, TETRIS develops
itself and accesses to several premises:
offices, hangar, external courses, etc.

TETRIS aims, through the project of third place,
to
develop
educational
units,
the
development of activities and wealth,
promoting a circular economy and attentive
to the needs of the inhabitants.

ACTIVITIES
From 2013 to 2017, the TETRIS players
structured their project around 5 axes,
oriented in the aim of the SDGs:
➢ Management of resources and waste for a
circular economy
➢ Development of socio-professional mobility
➢ Produce and trade differently - Local
currency project
➢ Development of a digital social economy
➢ Solidarity
and
local,
national
and
international cooperation

MISSION
All projects are evaluated summarily and
formatively in terms of their collective
impacts in social, environmental and
economic terms. TETRIS implements a new
form of entrepreneurship and R & D,
inclusive,
solidarity-based
and
serving
territories.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT:

E-mail: contact@scic-tetris.org
Website: www.scic-tetris.org
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Distance Learning Antenna
(AFAD)
Democratic Republic of Congo
Boosting the agri-food industry through

cooperative approach

the

¾ of Congolese live on agriculture

IN SHORT
In an effort to promote agricultural
cooperatives and in a context of deep
agricultural crisis, AFAD aims to strengthen
the capacities of agricultural producers in
terms of production, processing and
marketing of products.

HISTORY
In the DRC, farmers face difficulties of
inclusion and development. Exploited by
some traders, several generations of
producers remain in misery and lack an
ethical framework. The AFAD initiative,
noting this situation and the huge potential
for cultivable land and young labor, is the
result of a consciousness awakening to
inhibit this situation.

OBJECTIVE
The association seeks, through its activities, to
set up a network of cooperative societies, a
network of partners for processing and
marketing of products highlighting each
agricultural pole.

ACTIVITIES
Identify the needs of producers by agricultural
sector, structure of farmer organizations in
formal cooperative societies, networking of
cooperative societies by agricultural sector,
identify actors in the links of the agricultural
value chain, support and training of
cooperative leaders

MISSION
AFAD's mission is to support agricultural
producers in the establishment of cassava
production and marketing cooperatives in
seven territories of the DRC.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Pierre Mbambi Mazebo
E-mail: afaddispecrdc@yahoo.fr
Website: www.afadrdc.org
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International Chair in Soil
Microbiology-LAMSEurope
More than 8000

Soil analyzes carried out in Europe and in
the world

#agricutluredurable
IN SHORT
During the 4th Rencontres du Mont-Blanc,
Claude Bourguignon warned us against
the impoverishment of soils, which is why
LAMS
delivers
advice
on
soil
management.

OBJECTIVE
This project aims to mobilize agricultural and
financial sectors from the social economy to
promote
the
establishment
of
an
international chair of soil microbiology.

HISTORY
Created in 1990 by Claude and Lydia
Bourguignon, LAMS is a laboratory of soil
analysis specialized in the ecological
study of cultural profile to restore the
biodiversity of local soils in order to
improve the quality of agricultural
products.

ACTIVITIES
The LAMS offers various services such as a
complete soil analysis, a counting of fauna
but also workshops for professionals of the
Earth and general public.

MISSION
Based on laboratory and field-based
chemical and biological analyzes, LAMS
provides advice for sustainable soil
development.

REFERENCES :

www.lams-21.com

CONTACT :

lbourguignon@lams-2.com
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La Tablée des Chefs
France
400 young people
accompanied in 2017

90 volunteers involved
8 social homes affected
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
Tablée des Chefs develops young people's
food self-sufficiency and creates sharing
experiences in the kitchen.

We accompany young people towards food
self-sufficiency and the pleasure of cooking.
Through our workshops, we hope to create
vocations in the culinary sector. Our
workshops allow young people to gain selfconfidence and exchange in an original and
engaging context.

HISTORY
There is social inequality in access to
healthy eating and learning of the tastes of
cooking, which particularly affects young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds.
La Tablée des Chefs wants to break this
cycle of food insecurity and support the
younger generations towards food selfsufficiency, through culinary education
programs.

ACTIVITIES
The Culinary Workshops are aimed at young
people in children's homes of a social nature.
The workshops are led by a professional chef,
who share his passion, as well as notions of
cooking and nutrition. An annual program
includes 10 culinary workshops for a home.

MISSION
We mobilize professional chefs for culinary
education.
Chefs
animate
culinary
workshops to give young people in
precariousness the power to act on their
diet by teaching them the basic techniques
of cooking and the principles of a healthy
and balanced diet.

REFERENCES: website
http://www.tableedeschefs.org/

SUPPORTED BY

CONTACT:

E-mail: info@tableedeschefs.org
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Hop Durable

Grenoble (38) - France

3 engineers committed
300 interviews preparation for
professionals

1 tender procedure won in
August 2017
IN SHORT
Hope Durable enables to build some outdoor
spaces with local resources (wood, plants ...)
instead of using resources which often cross
more than thousands kilometres and do not
promote local economies.

OBJECTIVE
This initiative aims to promote short supply
chains in landscaping projects by reducing
carbon emissions from transport. Its objective
is also to
support local economies and
preserve know-how of territories.

HISTORY
In 2016, Pierre leaves his position at Grenoble
Metro, convinced by the need to promote a
responsible development culture accessible
to all, and adapted to the territory. Thomas
and Hélène joined him in full-time job to
develop this project.

MISSION

ACTIVITIES
Realizing demonstrations on outdoor spaces
to raise citizens’ awareness is one on the main
activities, as well as supporting households,
professionals and communities to use local
resources in their project, by developping a
digital tool for example.

The main mission of this project is to promote
outdoors arrangements with local resources.

CONTACT :
REFERENCES

Email : pierre@hopdurable.fr
Tel. : 06 71 28 36 70

Website : www.hopdurable.fr
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Project LiveCoral- Coral Guardian
Indonesia

« Coral Triangle » in Indonesia: the
richest biodiversity on the planet

Transplanting 20,000 coral colonies in
almost 3 years

A protected marine area of

hectares

IN SHORT

500

OBJECTIVE

Coral Guardian aims to protect and
conserve coral ecosystems that have been
severely damaged, raise awareness and
promote scientific research. The LiveCoral
project consists of transmitting in real time
via an internet platform, accessible to all
and bringing all the coral reef information.

Coral Guardian has developed a fish stock
recovery model:
➢ Training fishermen in reef restoration
➢ Protect Restored Area
➢ Provide training in marine ecology to raise
awareness
➢ Empower fishermen

HISTORY

ACTIVITIES

Coral Guardian is an association created in
2012 whose purpose is to create an innovative
model of marine conservation and it is in this
dynamics that LiveCoral is registered. The
association aims to sustainably support the
preservation of the coral reefs on which
depend local people and marine biodiversity.

Involve local communities and become
custodians of ecosystems. LiveCoral will make
concrete the consequences of global warming
on the corals and especially to give the
consequences accessible to the general public .

MISSION
LiveCoral is a project of live broadcast via
the internet, of the life of the coral narrative
thanks to a submerged camera. Sensors
will be set to measure the temperature and
acidity of the water and to obtain scientific
data on the real-time impact of global
warming.

REFERENCES :

www.coralguardian.org
Facebook Pages Coral Guardian

CONTACT :

info@coralguardian.org
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Animalliées

Grenoble (38) - France
3 weekends offered
9 medico-social establishments
worked together

18 adults already participated
IN SHORT
During a weekend, 6 adults are welcomed in
a farm where they can enjoy at their own
pace relationships or activities with animals.

HISTORY
Many adults with disabilities suffer from
loneliness and isolation during weekends.
Animals prompt meetings and exchanges:
thanks to the ability not to pass judjement,
their presence brings well-being to people.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE
These weekends were set up in Haute-Savoie
the objective is to offer an opportunity for
adults with disabilities to spend time with
animals. Medico-social institutions, social
workers, a mid-mountain guide and a farm
worked together to develop this common
project.

ACTIVITIES
Activities are based on animals, so adults can
hike with donkeys, take care of small animals
(rabbit and guinea pigs), participate to cook
and photo-language workshop, as well as
sensorial discovery of the animal worshops.

The mission is to allow adults with disabilities
to share a moment of pleasure with some
pets during a weekend.

REFERENCES
Website : animalliees.wordpress.com

CONTACT :

Email :
animalliees@gmail.com
Tel. : 06 76 32 63 71
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Association- Créons la Coop !
France

Encouraging active citizenship
Prices lower by 15 to 30% than those
observed in organic stores
Citizens' and ecological rights and

duties

OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
Créons la coop is a collaborative and social
project that aims to create a cooperative
grocery store in the Creillo basin to raise
awareness of a rational way of life and to
promote inclusion and social mix.

HISTORY
In 2016, a meeting with the "Colibris" is the
launching point of the solidarity grocery
project. This project has aroused popular
enthusiasm and the local group of
cooperators has grown. Finally, in July 2017,
the Constituent General Assembly approved
the statutes of the association Créons la
Coop.

This association is a project-oriented program
with multiple objectives: consumers will first
be cooperators, the project wants to set up
an alternative mode of consumption, selftrain members to manage the cooperative
grocery store, support farmers and create
jobs.

ACTIVITIES
The grocery store aims to offer local
products, and organic at affordable prices.
The
supermarket
will
regularly
host
animations organized by the cooperators
and aimed at promoting exchanges around
food and SSE.

MISSION
A cooperative Supermarket is:
➢ A place where everyone participates in
financing and governance: from client to
cooperator
➢ A model of self-management allowing
reasonable prices for a healthy diet

REFERENCES:

CONTACT :

Jade Goudenege et Karine Hobeika
E-mail: asso.creonslacoop@gmail.com
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Citiz – Car-sharing, self-service
cars
France, Rhône-Alpes

12 local independent

car-sharing

operators

A network to pool tools, place of
exchange and know-how

80 cities of France concerned
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
Citiz is a project that aims to reduce the
number of cars in circulation in the city by
sharing them. In this spirit of collaboration
and sharing, the carbon footprint is
enhanced.

HISTORY
The
car-sharing
activity
started
in
associative form in 2005 in Grenoble, at the
same time as the initiative at the national
level was emerging in the largest cities:
Strasbourg, Marseille and Lyon. In 2010, the
association created a cooperative of
collective interest to extend its regional
development.

With this idea of increasing the number of selfservice cars, “Ma Chère Auto” was created.
The aim being to equip the cars of
communities, companies and individuals to
integrate them in the fleet of Citiz . Local
operators are listening to the expectations
regarding mobility on the territory.

ACTIVITIES
As the first cooperative car-sharing network in
France, Citiz allows users to rent a self-service
car for 1 hour, 1 day or more, on an
occasional basis. The program thus establishes
a local, practical and economic service.

MISSION
Citiz is a network of 13 local services in
more than 80 cities in France. Once
registered, the badge gives access to the
other local services of the Citiz Network. Its
mission is to provide an innovative and
sustainable solution for users and an
environmental approach.

REFERENCE:

CONTACT:

Martin Lesage, Stephanie Pesenti
E-mail: m.lesage@citiz.fr ; s.pesenti@citiz.fr
Website: https://citiz.coop
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Whole Surplus
Turkey

74 Tons of food given
240 Tons of CO2 avoided
231,250 meals distributed
IN SHORT
Whole Surplus is a web application, an online
marketplace, that links merchants and
businesses with food banks. Vendors /
merchants can maximize their surplus without
spoiling it, and similarly food banks collect
food for those who need it.

HISTORY
The project was born from the dream of
gathering and establishing a useful activity
for the neighborhood. The initiative aims to
fight against income inequality and climate
change with the services and solutions it
provides as a social economic model
between businesses and stakeholders.

OBJECTIVE
Whole Suprlus' goals are to manage surpluses,
reduce waste, maintain high quality standards
and ultimately create a positive social impact
that fights waste by helping communities.

ACTIVITIES
The food chain must no longer be wasteful. The
Whole Surplus connects vendors and food
banks. In Turkey the principle of these banks is
not yet developed.

MISSION
Create social and economic value from
surplus food produced by merchants, and
reintegrate it into the market: surpluses are
donated, sold or recycled. The project is
boosting social entrepreneurship issues in
Turkey.

REFERENCES:

https://wholesurplus.com

CONTACT:

wholsurplus.com/contact-us/
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Les Cols Verts
France

Urban agriculture

everywhere and for

all

350

people impacted by the workshops
as part of “cultivons nos quartiers”

8 jobs already created
IN SHORT
Les cols verts combines sustainable
agricultural change answers with a model
of mobilizing and reproducible action. This
model
allows
the
fast
economic
empowerment of local communities and
the exchange of good practices.

HISTORY
B. Marcel et E. Kasperski shared the same
finding: urban agriculture is an effective
way to reconnect urban citizen with eating
their own crops, increase public awareness
of the importance of biodiversity and, on
the other hand, an economic model is
needed to scale up urban agriculture
initiatives and to develop them on all
territories.

OBJECTIVE
Multiply the creation of “communautés Cols
Verts” throughout the territory: four have
already been created. In order to better
involve communities in the governance of the
association, an executive committee is being
set up. The Board also brings together people
with knowledge in SSE and in urban
agriculture. The ambition of Cols Verts is to
bring 20 communities together by 2020 and to
continue its spin-off on an international scale.

ACTIVITIES
Organize innovative activities, create actions
to consciousness raising and educated
peoples to the environmental challenges for
urban citizen that will allow to bring a better
social life, to reinforce the professional
integration and food self-sufficiency.

MISSION
The mission of the association is to support
creation and development of new
communities. Then they can develop
urban agriculture solutions adapted to 4
targets: children, companies, districts and
private individuals.

REFERENCES:

CONTACT :

Emmanuel Kasperski and Boris Marcel
E-mail : ekasperski@lescolsverts.fr ;
bmarcel@lescolsverts.fr
Web site : www.lescolsverts.com
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AG2R La Mondiale, joint and mutual
insurance group
France
500 000 client companies
11 000 expert collaborators
15 million insured
IN SHORT
AG2R employs a method of joint and
mutual governance that differentiates it
from other players in the sector. Pensions,
health, savings, retirement, the group's
expertise meets the needs of customers with
appropriate guarantees.

OBJECTIVE
Participate in the recomposition of social
protection in France in connection with its
values: adaptation, mutual assistance,
commitment to everyone. The objective is
therefore to respond to needs according to
the economic, social or technological
developments of each.

MISSION

HISTORY
Since its creation in 1905 by 7 industrialists of
the North, AG2R perpetuates a unique
model: the specificities reside in 3 domains:
➢ A model of representative, joint and
mutualist governance
➢ Historic presence in the heart of the
regions
➢ A culture of commitment, towards a
strong social impact

ACTIVITIES
Fort experiences and multiple expertise,
AG2R accompanies, assists and advises the
insured, bring their perennial cover. 4 areas
of
expertise:
Supplementary
and
supplementary pensions / Health / Foresight
/ Savings.

Respond to the societal challenges facing
the French. Therefore, it is about designing
solutions with high added value and
integrating a high degree of solidarity to the
guarantees.

REFERENCES

www.ag2rlamondiale.fr

CONTACT:

Phone: 01 47 24 85 00
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Crédit Coopératif, Cooperative Bank
France
37,000 members of Crédit
Coopératif

#Customers
and
members
participate in governance

3,236,704 € donated in 2016
IN SHORT
A major player in SSE in Europe and with its
experience, Crédit Coopératif occupies an
original and essential place in the French
banking landscape. In the service of a
responsible economy, it is involved in
culture,
local,
solidarity
finance,
environment etc.

OBJECTIVE
By ensuring all the activities of a bank,
Crédit Coopératif evolves in a logic of
social responsibility, transparency and
coherence. As a committed bank that
belongs to its customers, the goal is to
always better meet the expectations of its
customers and promoting a human and
responsible finance.

MISSION
Its mission, or guideline, is primarily all
societal and human: to foster the
development of an economy with a high
social value and thus to act for a society
where Man and the Environment take
precedence over capital.

REFERENCES

www.credit-cooperatif.coop

HISTORY
Crédit Coopératif, born in 1893, has two
origins: the Cooperative Bank of Workers'
Associations and the Caisse Centrale de
Crédit Coopératif. After the banking law of
1984, Crédit Coopératif started a banking
activity strictly speaking. Thus, it is more than
120 years of cooperative action in the
service of the general interest.

ACTIVITIES
Crédit Coopératif supports cooperative
enterprises,
non-profit
management
organizations, small and medium-sized
businesses, associations and individuals: a
wide range of activities that allow Crédit
Coopératif to develop its know-how and
underline the major role of the social
economy in our societies: health, social,
housing, sport etc.

CONTACT:

Phone: 01 47 24 85 00
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Caisse d’économie solidaire Desjardins
Canada

Finance
more
than
2900
cooperatives, non-profit organizations,
unions and private companies socially
engaged
A turnover of more than $

1.4 billion et
and assets of $ 738 million
IN SHORT
Caisse Solidaire is the leading financial
institution specializing in social economy and
responsible investment in Quebec. It proposes
a path of socially responsible finance that
promotes information, support, advice and
action.

HISTORY
The Caisse is the result of a great collective
history that began in 1923 with the Caisse
populaire des Syndicats Nationales de Montréal,
a fund with which it merged in 2000. On April 27,
2005, the members of the Caisse d’économie
solidaire Desjardins adopted the current
cooperative project.

MISSION
The mission of the caisse is divided into 3
axes:
➢ Supporting
SSE
through
Collective
Entrepreneurship
➢ Advise a socially responsible management
of personal finances
➢ Contribute to the development of a
solidarity finance movement

REFERENCES:

Website: www.caissesolidaire.coop

OBJECTIVE
Becoming the reference in the financing of
collective entrepreneurship and collective
action in Quebec is the main objective of the
Caisse. Everything is done so that it can be
seen as an inspiring model of democratic
organization, both in its associative life and in
its internal organization of work.

ACTIVITIES
Over the years, the Caisse d’économie
solidaire Desjardinshas developed original
financial tools that complement its actions,
such as the Fonds de support pour action
collectif solidaire, the Épargne solidaire MD,
etc. as well as specialized support for
collective enterprises and socially engaged
private companies. In addition, the Caisse, by
participating in various forums, shares its
expertise voluntarily with several organizations
with common values.

CONTACT:

Email: info@caissesolidaire.coop
Phone: 514 598-2122
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MCE Conseils - DSI
Canada
More than 200 business intervention
mandates per year, affecting more than

10,000 jobs

Creation of 30

worker co-

operatives with a survival rate above

80%
IN SHORT
DSI is a network serving the development
of socially responsible finance, solidarity
finance and ESS. It provides management
expertise
that
supports
sustainable,
democratic, innovative or alternative
projects.

OBJECTIVE
The goal is to provide technical
cooperation expertise in the areas of
international finance and consulting. This
expertise aims at taking collective
responsibility
for
socially responsible
economic action for sustainable and
socially responsible development.

HISTORY
Sharing their development experience
acquired over the past 40 years, DSI
members have been active in supporting
Federations of Social and Solidarity Economy
Enterprises mainly in Brazil, Argentina, Senegal
and Mali since its foundation in 2004.

ACTIVITIES
DSI is active with investors in SSE through the
INAISE network and the Mont Blanc
Meetings. DSI members currently work in Latin
America, Africa and Europe providing
advice, expertise and technical services to
economic development organizations.

MISSION
DSI's mission is to promote the exchange of
knowledge,
expertise
and
financial
resources for the promotion of different
relations between peoples.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES

Site web: http://www.mceconseils.com/

E-mail :
mceconseils@mceconseils.com
Phone: 450 646-7946
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Fondaction, the CSN Development Fund
for Cooperation and Employment

Canada

More than $1.5 billion

in net

assets
More

than

131,000

shareholders
More than 32,000 jobs

or maintained
IN SHORT
Born out of a union initiative, Fondaction is
an
independent
and
independent
investment fund that combines the tax
benefits of registered retirement savings
plans with tax credits granted to people
who subscribe.

OBJECTIVE
Fondaction helps to develop businesses,
preserve and create quality jobs, while
encouraging social actors to discuss
together the sharing of productivity gains
and work sharing.

MISSION
Fondaction makes available to SMEs
operating in Quebec, development capital
to maintain and create quality jobs from a
sustainable
development
perspective.
Many of them supported are companies of
social and solidarity economy.

REFERENCES

www.fondaction.com

created

HISTORY
Started in 1996, Fondaction is a socially
responsible institution built on values
consistent with those of the social economy
combining
economic,
social
and
environmental.
The
Fund
produces
sustainability reports that meet the highest
requirements of the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI).

ACTIVITIES
To date, 30% of Fondaction's investments are
made in the sphere of the social economy.
Which is three times higher than its weight in
the Quebec economy. Fondaction supports
more than 1,050 companies operating in
Quebec.

CONTACT:

Montréal (Québec) H2K 4S3
Phone: 514-525-2036
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Macif, Insurance, Bank, Health
France
More than
clients

5.3 million members-

Nearly 10,000 employees

18.4 million managed contracts
IN SHORT
Macif is a mutual insurance company that
was built around a social approach, specific
to the SSE. The Macif stands out in that it
does not aim at individual profit and
belongs neither to its shareholders, nor to
the State, but to its members.

OBJECTIVE
Listening to its members, mastering its
quality commitments in order to give
meaning to the mutualist spirit. Macif is
distinguished by its collective, solidarity and
democratic character: values at the heart
of its vision and practices.

MISSION

HISTORY
Insurer of property (auto, home, professionals
etc.) since its creation, in 1960 by a group of
merchants and industrial niortais, the Macif
has gradually diversified its activities. The
Macif Group Corporate Foundation created
in 1993 works to develop social innovation
with a focus on the environment.

ACTIVITIES
Addressing businesses and individuals,
Macif offers personalized support and
solutions for every need: insurance, legal
protection, etc.

Build a modern Macif and close to its
members, both resolutely mutualist and
recognized for its competitiveness and the
accessibility of its solutions of protection and
support throughout life.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES
www.macif.fr

2 et 4 rue de Pied de Fond
79000 Niort Cedex 9
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Maif, militant insurance
France

80 years of commitment

#For a collaborative society
3 Million members
IN SHORT
Maif is a mutual insurance company based
on the principle of collective profit and the
satisfaction
of
its
members.
Its
independence from major financial groups
and the implementation of its values have
led Maif to make ethics and SSE its
cornerstone.

OBJECTIVE
Among the many objectives of the Maif, it
aims to reshape practices towards a more
collaborative,
environmentally
friendly
economy, in order to build a more humane
and supportive society that also drives the
mutualist values of Maif.

MISSION
Maif is committed to culture, sport and
education, supporting start-ups: fostering
the integration of young people, access
and maintenance of employment. Its
mission is to combine economic efficiency,
preservation of the environment and social
equity in business.

HISTORY
Created in 1934, the Maif is, in the
associative world, the reference insurer. It has
neither share capital nor shareholders. Its
activity is solely for the benefit of its members.
Each member is himself responsible for the
future and projects of the mutual.

ACTIVITIES
The Maif: encourages eco-responsible
initiatives, implements an ambitious human
resources policy that is attentive to diversity,
helps the social and solidarity economy
structures to carry out their projects, supports
research to prevent risks etc.

CONTACT:

Téléphone : 05 49 73 74 75

REFERENCES:
www.maif.fr
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Groupe Up

France and abroad
Cooperative and successful
for more than 50 years

1 billion euros of issue volume
70% of activity carried out
IN SHORT
It is a cooperative enterprise, or scop enterprise,
whose operation is based on democratic and
participative values. The cooperative Up has
become a model for all the subsidiaries of the
group that today tend to become also scop
companies. Up is 100% owned by its employees
and does not include any external shareholders.

HISTORY
Created in 1964, since the introduction of the
"titre restaurant" in France, the Up group knew
how to evolve by anticipating the needs and
expectations of our society. The Up group is
today an international cooperative group that
offers around a hundred brands and products, in
payment methods as well as in management
software and new technologies. With an issue
volume of € 5.7 billion, 210,000 customers, 1.7
million affiliated merchants, 27 million users, and
2,355 employees, it is the third largest issuer of
payment methods in the world. .

outside France

OBJECTIVE
The objectives of the Up group are built
around its CSR policy and commitments.
Beyond creating profits, the Group has
made well-being at work, protecting the
environment and being close to the
company a first-level commitment. His will is
to respond to moral and ethical obligations
in environmental, social and societal terms.

ACTIVITIES
The Up group innovates by involving all its
stakeholders
through
its
business
acceleration program, calls for innovation,
co-development
actions,
and
intracompany activities. He was one of the first to
have an internal charter of good relationship
with start-ups.

MISSION
As a major player in the Social and Solidarity
Economy, the Up Group's mission is to promote
diversity in companies. It develops and deploys
actions to promote difference, a source of
performance for the Group.

REFERENCES:

http://up-group.coop/

CONTACT:

TEL : 01 41 85 05 05
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APES, Actors for a Solidarity Economy
in Togo
Togo
Beneficiaries:

Children,

Youth

and Women

Location: Togo
IN SHORT
The association "Actors for a Solidarity
Economy in Togo (APES-TOGO)" was
created on August 12, 2011, by the desire of
a group of young people to promote Social
and
Solidarity
Economy
(SSE)
and
Cooperative Entrepreneurship in Togo. It is
registered in the register of Togolese
associations.

HISTORY
Students, faced with the recurring problem of
employment, took the decision to pool their
resources in an entrepreneurial approach.
The project focused on the establishment of
data from individuals, competent resources
to ensure the non-monetary financing of
projects, an incubator of collective projects
and a solidarity fund on the other hand.

OBJECTIVE
Its general objective is to discover the
values of cooperation, reduce poverty,
unemployment, underemployment and
strengthen the cohesion of Togolese
society.

ACTIVITIES
The APES team dedicates its actions to
promoting the cooperative spirit among
children, young people and women and to
the technical and financial support of their
projects.

MISSION
APES Togo's mission and vision is the culture
of the union. According to the organization,
no development is possible in Africa without
this cooperative culture.

REFERENCES
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ActeursPour-une-Economie-Solidaire-TOGO

CONTACT:

apestogo08@gmail.com
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Casden, cooperative bank
France & DOM

1,5 million members including
175 000 new members in 2016
The cooperative bank of the entire
Public Service
IN SHORT
CASDEN is an autonomous and independent
cooperative bank owned by more than one
million members. Faithful to its values of
solidarity, equity and cooperation, it is
positioned as a true enterprise of the social
economy.

HISTORY
Created originally by and for teachers, the
Casden was born in 1957 and became a
cooperative in 1963. However, it was not until
2015 that the CASDEN Banque Populaire
model, associated with its unique partnership
with the Banques Populaires becomes the
cooperative bank of the entire public
service.

OBJECTIVE
Casden's primary goal is to meet the needs
of its members on the best terms. But also to
reduce, for the benefit of their members and
by their joint effort, the cost price and sale of
certain products and services.

ACTIVITIES
Realize initiatives with a strong social impact
by funding actions that are attractive to
education, research, health, the environment,
the social and solidarity economy and sport
with its partners.

MISSION
Casden defends a reasoned approach to
money by focusing on the savings effort and
the contribution of each to the cooperative.
In addition, it promotes intergenerational
solidarity and engages in societal issues by
taking action in education, research, health,
the environment, the social and solidarity
economy and sport with its partners.

REFERENCES:

Site web: www.casden.fr

CONTACT:

Phone: 01 64 80 64 80
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France Active,solidarity financier for
employment
France
Finance 7,000
each year

35,000

entrepreneurs

jobs created or saved per

year

Advises
IN SHORT
France
Active
gives
committed
entrepreneurs the means to act on their
territory. It accompanies them in their
financial problems and provides them with
appropriate financing and partnerships.

OBJECTIVE
The
goal
is
to
network
social
entrepreneurship. Thanks to the financial
structures put in touch with the actors of
entrepreneurship, France Active aims to
impact on the social transformation of
companies and society.

2,500 SSE structures
HISTORY

A pioneer in solidarity finance, France Active
was created in 1988 by Caisse des Dépôts et
Consignations, the Fondation de France,
Crédit Coopératif, Macif and the National
Agency for Business Creation. Since its
creation, France Active offers players to
evolve with a large community of
entrepreneurs.

ACTIVITIES
The action and accompaniment of
France Active is defined in 3 major pillars:
➢ Advice
➢ Solidarity financing
➢ Networking

MISSION
By managing a portfolio of 31,000
companies, more than a network, France
Active supports and advises multiple social
finance players who are committed to a
project that goes beyond mere economic
profit.

REFERENCES:

www.franceactive.org

CONTACT:

93100 Montreuil
Phone: 01 53 24 26 26
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GSEF

Republic of Korea

1,500 people from 62
countries and 330 cities

gathered at GSEF 2ND forum in 2016
GSEF 2018 in

HISTORY

IN SHORT
The GSEF aims for the harmonious progress
of market economy, public economy,
social economy, and ecology. Such
progress will solve social problems through
solidarity among social economy subjects.
Therefore, the GSEF serves as a global
solidarity network to achieve these goals.

OBJECTIVE
The Global Social Economy Forum is an
international association that brings
together local governments and civil
society
stakeholders
committed
to
supporting the development of the social
and solidarity economy.

MISSION
Through the collaboration between social
economy
organizations
and
local
governments, the GSEF pursues creation of
quality jobs, fair growth, progress of
grassroots democracy, and sustainable
development.

REFERENCES

http://www.gsef-net.org/

Bilbao City

During the Association’s first meeting in 2013,
its members issued the Seoul Declaration
laying out their intentions and objectives. In
2014, the association was officially launched
in Seoul. In 2016, its second official forum was
held in Montreal (Canada) and adopted ‘the
Montreal Declaration’, an action plan of the
Seoul Declaration.

ACTIVITIES
The GSEF mainly focuses on:
- Capacity Building & Training
- Knowledge Exchange
- SSE Research and Publication
- Regional Policy Dialogue Platform
- International Advocacy
- GSEF International Forum

CONTACT :

Tel : +82 (0) 2 352 4208
E-mail : gsef@gsef-net.org
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IDEAC

Institute for the development of the
associative economy

Dominican Republic

Strengthen self-management skills
Promote and propose

a legal
framework favorable to the solidarity
economy
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
IDEAC is a non-profit organization seeking to
contribute to the development, in the
Dominican
Republic,
of
organizational
structures, socio-economic relations, values
and a legal framework based on the Social
and Solidarity Economy.

HISTORY
Originally IDEAC is derived from the
PROCAMPO program which started in 1981 by
the will of the Secretariat of Agriculture, now
the Ministry of Agriculture. This program has
been supported by various actors and in
particular by the technical support of the DED
(German Service for Social and Technical
Cooperation) as well as the help of economist
Pedro Ringholz.

IDEAC seeks to promote a society whose socioeconomic relations generate a culture of justice,
equity, democracy, cooperation and respect
for ethnic, philosophical and cultural diversity, all
based on the solidarity economy as a platform
for durability.

ACTIVITIES
At IDEAC the work is done with the values of the
Social and Solidarity Economy through the
following strategies:
> Train organizations and promote practices
based on the ESS
> Develop participatory initiatives that generate
a generational replacement within the Solidarity
> Economy movement
> Promote Alliances

MISSION
The main mission of IDEAC is to build, with the
social organizations and the associative
enterprises of small or medium rural and
urban producers, as well as with the relevant
institutions, the economic, socio-political
structures and the values of the Solidarity
Economy.

CONTACT:

Email: Comunicaciones.ideac@gmail.com
Sitio web: http://ideac.org.do/
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Kafo Jiginew
Mali

Offers its services directly to

380,000 members and indirectly
to millions of people
In 2016, cumulative credit production
since 1987 reached
francs.

IN SHORT

281 billion CFA

HISTORY

Kafo Jiginew, the institution of mutual
savings and credit unions in Mali, is a socially
committed micro finance organization that
works locally to improve the living conditions
of the Malian population.

Born from conferences held in 1984 and fruit
of the association of the Crédit Coopératif
Foundation with the CFCF and three other
NGOs forming the European Consortium for
Credit Cooperative Malian, Kafo was
created in 1987 by the cotton farmers of
Mali-South for to be the peasant bank.

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to ensure financial inclusion
through mass banking of the entire national
territory, offering local savings, credit, micro
insurance etc. to help the poorest people.

ACTIVITIES
The main activities are local financial services
such as loans and credits, money transfer by
phone via Orange Money, term deposit,
micro insurance etc.

MISSION
The mission of this microfinance institution is
to offer local financial services to the
greatest number of people in Mali to
improve their living conditions.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

Website: http://www.kafojiginew.com/

MULTISECTORAL PROJECTS

Email: kafojiginew@kafojiginew.org
Phone: 20 29 51 25 / 20 29 68 90
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LARTES – IFAN, SSE Research
Laboratory
Senegal
30

national and international
partners

Many publications, contributions,
scientific articles and case studies
HISTORY

IN SHORT
The Research Laboratory on Economic and
Social Transformations specializes in the
analysis of socio-economic changes,
poverty,
social
protection
and
development. The originality of the
approach is based on the production of
knowledge on the West African region.

During the first three quarters of the
nineteenth century, workers sought to
defend their labor rights: clandestine workers'
associations were created. The goal is to
popularize community and democracy
ideas. The ancestor of the CG Scop: the
Consultative Chamber of the workers'
associations of productions, was born in 1884.

OBJECTIVE
To support the creation, the takeover and
the transformation of companies in Scop or
Scic form (Cooperative society of collective
interest), to propose a complete service to
the entrepreneurs: financing, formation,
exchanges, representation with the Public
authorities etc ...

ACTIVITIES
Analyze the evolution of the national and
international
context
on
community
participation,
propose
an
institutional
perspective, build interdisciplinary training on
development and organize training.

MISSION
LARTES analyzes, in parallel the various
social
movements,
public
policies,
governance, local development to address
the issues related to SSE, poverty, migration,
health etc.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES:

www.lartes-ifan.org

Université Cheikh Anta DIOP
Dakar
Phone: +221 77 511 9101
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PFAC

France & Africa partnership for co-development

Cameroon

218 local network of ESS (RELESS)
created in 218 communes

59 agreements signed in one moth

with communes of the Center Region for their
accompaniment in SSE by the PFAC

3rd edition of the SSE Day organized

with Ministry of the ES on « ESS a
development tool at the
decentralized local authorities »

service

of

IN SHORT
The site of the NGO PFAC in Cameroon
consists of supporting the systemic structuring
of SSE in the 360 communes of Cameroon.

OBJECTIVE
Our goal is to provide Cameroon a viable
and reliable cooperative movement by
setting up an ESS network in each
municipality.

MISSION
Our mission is to raise awareness, to promote
the structuring of local cooperatives by sector
and sector of activities, supporting of SSE on
their territory for the valuation of endogenous
solutions and creation wealth based on the
human capital and their locality.

HISTORY
The idea was born from the Canadian
experience of CDRs (regional development
cooperatives) carried by the ES construction site
in Quebec, but also in Brazil. We reflected on the
contextualization of these approaches in
Cameroon. More inclusion was necessary, the
ambition was to put a local network of ESS in
each locality. We started sensitization in
communities in 2007 after the first conference
held with the Cameroonian ministry of the ES.
Then the supranational law on cooperative
societies,
promoted
by
the
Pan-African
cooperative conference in 2010 gave us the
opportunity
to
systematize
cooperative
education as a model of collective enterprise.
The advent of this law gave us the opportunity to
re-educate communities in the cooperative
approach.

ACTIVITIES
We are currently signing agreements with
structures that support our approach, which
are not the most effective and mobilize the
means for its accomplishment;
We commit cooperatives to the organization
of cooperative markets to generate their own
resources.

CONTACT : Pauline EFFA
paulineffa@yahoo.fr
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P & V Group, Belgian cooperative
insurer
Belgium
500 cooperatives approved in
Belgium

#Public liability
1,600 Contributors
IN SHORT
P&V is a Belgian insurance company which,
as a cooperative society, is a social
economy enterprise. The P&V Group has
retained its independence and specificity
as a Belgian insurer.

OBJECTIVE
The main objective is to ensure a maximum
of people in an environment and a
framework
where
premium
solidarity
between the insured and society. Likewise,
offer a wide range of solutions to the selfemployed, companies, institutions ...

MISSION

HISTORY
Born in 1907, the cooperative group
"Prévoyance & Voorzorg" played a leading
role in the construction of the Europe of
cooperative
insurance
and
the
development of the insurance / solidarity
sector. The keystone is a triple approach:
solidarity-cooperative-proximity.

ACTIVITIES
P & V, with a strong Belgian base, offers a
range of choice of insurance. At European
level, the P & V Group shares its experiences
with other mutual and cooperative insurers.

Develop innovative, social and ecological
solutions. Profits earned are reinvested in
their insurance companies in order to
guarantee their financial solidity which is a
guarantee of quality for the products and
services delivered.

REFERENCES:
www.pv.be

CONTACT:

1210 Bruxelles
Phone: 02 210 95 80
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RAESS, African Network of the SSE
Africa

RAESS unites 22 Country Networks
Promote the public

partnership
IN SHORT
The RAESS represents a real space of sharing
and consultation to bring the various African
associations to rethink their development
approaches
and
to
introduce
the
alternatives proposed by the SSE.

OBJECTIVE
➢ Promote partnership between NGOs,
associations, mutuals, coops etc.
➢ Support
their
activities,
share
experiences, trainings, actions
➢ Support advocacy by national members
and lobby for SSE

MISSION
The establishment of economic democracy
through an equitable distribution of the fruits
of growth in Africa. Pan-Africanism guides its
vision and the territorialisation of the SSE
frames its action.

REFERENCES

www.socioeco.org

/ private

HISTORY
RAESS is a non-profit association, born in 2010
under the initiative of 25 civil society
organizations from different countries of the
African continent. The headquarters of RAESS
was transferred to Bamako in Mali in 2016. It
brings together 22 Country Networks.

ACTIVITIES
Since its creation RAESS has co-organized
three major meetings of the African
networks of the SSE, twice in Morocco and
once in Tunisia. These meetings promote
the pan-African vision of SSE and the
creation
of
innovative
development
projects.

CONTACT:

raess2coordination@outlook.fr
renapmali@afribonemali.net
renapessmali@afribonemali.net
BP.2744, Bakaribougou
Phone: +223 20 21 53 80
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REMESS, Moroccan network of the SSE
Morocco
REMESS brings together 52

organizations

#Humain at the heart of the
network
Fair and equitable development
IN SHORT
REMESS is the first Moroccan network open
to the different components of the social
economy,
namely,
cooperatives,
associations, mutual societies, foundations,
economic interest groups and professional
unions.

OBJECTIVE
➢ Promotion of the SSE (public consultation,
expertise, seminars, training)
➢ Awareness of the values of the SSE
➢ Support for local initiatives to create
economic activities
➢ Contribute to the territorialisation of the
SSE

MISSION
Develop and promote socio-economic
practices based on values of cooperation
and solidarity that are already at work in
Morocco and in the rest of the world. Raise
awareness of the transformative potential of
SSE.

REFERENCES

www.remess.ma

HISTORY
REMESS is created in 2006 in collaboration
with 24 associations of the SSE sector. The
origins of its creation can be found in the
meetings with the Intercontinental Network
for the Promotion of the SSE (RIPESS) during
the World Social Forum held in Porta Alegré
in 2005.

ACTIVITIES
REMESS, fighting against poverty, exclusion
and precariousness, puts forward projects
and social activities for sustainable and
inclusive development. The network wants
to give a place of choice to the
constructive interaction between the actors
of the SSE and strengthen the partnerships.

CONTACT:

Tabriquet – Salé - Maroc
Phone: (212)5 37 84 52 07
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VEGA REAL
Cooperative

Dominican Republic

4 essential values: solidarity,

honesty, service and love of nature

Cooperative leader

of the financial
market recognized for its remarkable
social responsibility
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
Vega Real seeks to satisfy the financial and
social needs of its associates and its
community through an ethical, efficient,
ecological, educational and supportive
management.

HISTORY
In 1981 Hugo Máximo Estrella asked the
President and Administrator of IDECOOP,
Fabio Solís, for the creation of a
cooperative. He nominates the promoter
Don Félix Silva as representative of IDECOOP
in La Vega. Don Felix then suggests that the
union and alliance of the two existing
cooperative groups would be more
interesting. Thus was born the cooperative
Vega Real.

The Vega Real Cooperative is committed to
consolidating the district structure and satisfying
the needs and expectations of its partners,
through
innovation
and
continuous
improvement of high quality and valuable
financial and social services. environment, with
qualified
personnel
committed
to
this
cooperative approach and this culture of
quality.

ACTIVITIES
At Vega Real work focuses on:
> Savings accounts
> loans
> Health services
> Membership: District partners, professional and
external partners, savers and youth.

MISSION
Satisfy the financial and social needs of its
associates and its community through
ethical, effective, ecological, educational
and supportive management.

CONTACT:

Email: coopvegareal@cvr.com.do
Site web: http://cvr.com.do/app/do/frontpage.aspx
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CGSCOP, General Confederation of
Scop
France
2,991 Cooperative and Participative
Societies

266 SCOP created in 2016

IN SHORT
SC Scop (Productive Cooperative Society) is
the spokesperson of the Scop movement
with public authorities and economic,
political and social actors. It participates in
the development of social and solidarity
enterprises.

OBJECTIVE
To support the creation, the takeover and
the transformation of companies in Scop or
Scic form (Cooperative society of collective
interest), to propose a complete service to
the entrepreneurs: financing, formation,
exchanges, representation with the Public
authorities etc ...

HISTORY
During the first three quarters of the
nineteenth century, workers sought to
defend their labor rights: clandestine workers'
associations were created: the aim was to
popularize ideas of community and
democracy. The ancestor of the CG Scop:
the Consultative Chamber of the workers'
associations of productions, was born in 1884.

ACTIVITIES
As a vector of inter-scop solidarity, the CG
Scop organizes and coordinates the action of
the network's bodies: regional unions,
professional federations, technical support or
management bodies.

MISSION
CG Scop operates on a basis of free
membership of cooperatives and all its
actions
and
organization
promote
communication between members and the
animation of the network. Its main mission is
to bring together social actors.

REFERENCES

www.les-scoop.coop

CONTACT:

Phone: 01 44 85 47 00
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Coach Around the World
International
150 individuals benefited from
coaching sessions

20 different partners
50 volonteer coaches
OBJECTIVE

IN SHORT
Coach Around The World in a French
association. It’s members are professional
coaches, dedicated to giving their time and
skills in order to make coaching accessible to
all.

HISTORY
CATW was created by a team of coaches
wanting to make their skills accessible to all.
Coaching, is a technic focused on the human
aspect of the development of enterprises.
Often very expensive and reserved to big
companies, CATW has made this technic
accessible to all sorts of initiatives : NGOs,
young entrepreneurs, students, job seekers
etc…

To make known the coaching and its
benefits and to favor the access of all to this
technique. Engage volunteer coaches with a
desire to act on solidarity initiatives. Create
partnerships with associations to introduce
coaching to people who do not have
access: young entrepreneurs, students,
refugees ...

ACTIVITIES
Individual coaching sessions delivered to
students, job seekers, entrepreneurs etc…
Team coaching sessions delivered to boards
of NGOs, start-ups…
Coaching workshops delivered to members
of various associations.
Participation in events related to SSE.

MISSION
CATW’s mission is to enable everybody,
regardless of their initiative and financial
abilities, to fulfill their objectives.
Coaching is defined as a process through
which the coach will accompany individuals
by questioning their beliefs, enabling them to
create new solutions and paths towards
success.

RÉFÉRENCES:

http://www.coach-around-theworld.com/

CONTACT:

contact@coach-around-theworld.com
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CERISE
France

15 % of the MicroFinance

Institutions (MFIs) in the world use
SPI4
CERISE provides 4 free tools of
Social Performance Indicators
IN SHORT
CERISE
initiates
Social
Performance
Management, a management system that
aims to ensure offers and real needs of
beneficiaries
alignment
to
generate
sustainable positive change, in order to
facilitate the implementation of social
missions.

OBJECTIVE
CERISE develops and provides free tools:
SPI4 for microfinance institutions and SBS for
social
enterprises.
These
tools
are
accompanied by guides facilitating selfevaluation. The goal is to arrive at annual
social reports.

MISSION

HISTORY
CERISE emerged in 1998 as a working group
dedicated to research and innovation in
development. The brainchild of five leading
French organizations working in microfinance
started out as a member-based network. In
2012, CERISE registered as a not-for-profit
association dedicated to ethical finance.

ACTIVITIES
CERISE is involved in the action-research to
define standards and tools, as well as in users
training for tool use, assistance to conduct
audits and to define action plans. Finally
CERISE deals with capitalization and the
distribution of working knowledges.

Thanks to SPM, the mission is to reinforce
companies with a mission by improving
managerial practices. The underlying
assumption is that better-performing, clientcentered management will generate lasting
positive change.

CONTACT :
REFERENCES

http://www.cerisemicrofinance.org/accueil/

Tél : 00 33 1 40 36 92 92
E-mail : cerise@cerise-microfinance.org
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CIRIEC - France
International
70 years of existence and
expertise

#International Encounters
Promotion of the SSE & Put into
practice
IN SHORT
The French branch of CIRIEC International, is
a Non Governmental Organization which
wants at the same time crossroads between
the men, place of reflection and
transmission of ideas, and finally network
between the different actors.

OBJECTIVE
The CIRIEC-France tends to be a crossroads
between men, cultures and institutions, a
place of reflection on the ESS, the public
economy and a network bringing together
expertise from all walks of life. The
association brings together companies,
organizations.

HISTORY
The International Center for Research
Information on the Public, Social
Cooperative Economy was created in
with the assistance of Léon Jouhaux,
Ramadier and Gabriel Ventejol.

and
and
1950
Paul

ACTIVITIES
The association regularly organizes study
days, diners-debates but also works by
scientific commissions. CIRIEC France also
participates in congresses every two years in
a member country of the network.

MISSION
The association's mission is to promote
reflection and action for the development
of social, public and cooperative economy
projects.

REFERENCES

www.ciriec-france.org

CONTACT:

Téléphone : +33 1 40 52 85 49
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ESMED, Social and solidarity economy
in the Mediterranean
Mediterranean
In collaboration with 400,000 cities
and regions from 110 countries

6.2 million jobs and 134 million
associates
IN SHORT
The
ESMED
network
encourages
cooperation
and
dialogue
between
companies and organizations in the social
economy of the North and South of the
Mediterranean.

OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the network is the
coordination of national groupings of the
social economy sector in order to reinforce
cohesion, communication and thus impacts
and synergies between the actors of the
region.

MISSION
ESMED's mission is to reinforce the concept
of social economy in Europe, with the aim
of creating unitary platforms that display a
different and united way of doing business.

HISTORY
Born in 2000, ESMED is the initiative of
representative organizations of the social
economy in Spain, France, Greece, Italy,
Portugal then in 2004 Morocco and Tunisia
working in collaboration with Algeria.

ACTIVITIES
Facilitate the exchange of experiences
among network members, coordinate and
promote
projects,
events,
promote
cooperation and internationalization of SSE
enterprises,
design
and
implement
transnational projects in the development
sector.

REFERENCES

www.recma.org
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FMDV, Global Fund for Cities
Development
International
Since 2015, FMDV has collaborated
with over 1300 cities and regions from
110 countries
#complete
support
communities
IN SHORT

of

local

HISTORY

Initiated by members of METROPOLIS and
United Cities and Local Governments, the
FMDV is the international alliance of local
and regional governments. It enables local
authorities to access funding.

OBJECTIVE
The objective is to act on the legal, regulatory
and engineering aspects capable of
creating favorable environments for the
deployment of an efficient, autonomous and
high-impact sub-national finance, while
supporting the capture of local national or
international resources.

MISSION
Design operational strategies and solutions,
organize appropriate environments for
financing urban territories; organize the
convergence of stakeholders and build a
shared culture of funding; contribute to the
political
and institutional
debate on
economic development.

REFERENCES

www.fmdv.net

The 2000s mark the project of creation of the
FMDV with reflections on the need to create
a tool to facilitate the access of the local
authorities to the financings and to answer
their needs for financing. The creation of the
FMDV Working Group marks the commitment
of 35 cities and regions as of 2010.

ACTIVITIES
The FMDV offers technical and financial
engineering expertise, capacity building for
local and regional teams, facilitation of
mobilization and multi-stakeholder meetings
through platforms and coalitions. Finally, an
advocacy action allows FMDV to promote
solutions and commitments for economic
development.

CONTACT:

Phone: +33 1 80 89 52 26/29
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ICOSI, the Institute of International Social
Cooperation
International
30 years of field programs around
the world

social,
economic and political
democracy
Programs strengthening

IN SHORT
ICOSI has been creating and carrying out
field programs worldwide for more than 30
years, and more particularly with the
Mediterranean area in recent years.

OBJECTIVE
The main objective of ICOSI is to promote
the values of the social economy by
encouraging the search for solidarity
solutions where the human person is at the
heart of economic choices.

MISSION
The institute's mission is to strengthen the
social dimension of globalization, to
participate in the strengthening of social,
economic and political democracies and
to promote and disseminate international
labor standards.

REFERENCES:

Site web: http://www.icosi.org/

HISTORY
The institute has a singular history, that of an
association, created 35 years ago, built by
SSE and labor activists, to contribute to the
emergence and development of an
entrepreneurial model, placing the human in
its center.

ACTIVITIES
ICOSI carries out training and support
programs for SSE with its partners from the
cooperative, mutual or associative world. It
also carries out advocacy work with public
institutions and the media to encourage the
search for solidarity solutions. Since 2015,
ICOSI has been working in synergy with ADERRIED.

CONTACT:

Email: contact@icosi.org
Phone: +33 171 18 61 93
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INAISE
International
The only global network
dedicated to social and solidarity
finance
Exchange of experience at
workshops and annual

conferences
IN SHORT
INAISE, the International Association of
Investors in the Social Economy, allows
social investors to come together to share
their experiences, disseminate information
and show that money can truly be used as
a tool for social and environmental change.

HISTORY
Created in Barcelona, Spain, in 1989 at the
initiative of 7 financial organizations of the
social economy, INAISE has experienced
rapid growth linked to the development of
the social finance and solidarity movement
in most European and non-European
countries.

ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVE
The Association is an international network
of organizations aiming to finance social
and environmental projects.

MISSION

Through their investment policy, INAISE
members support the development of
organizations and companies in the fields of
environment, sustainable development,
economy and social development, NorthSouth relations, education and training,
health care as well as art and culture.

Its mission is to stimulate international
cooperation among SSE investors by
disseminating information on members'
experiences, new publications and a
calendar of conferences and seminars
organized by the association.

REFERENCES

Website: http://inaise.org/

CONTACT:

Email: secretariat@inaise.org
Phone: +1 514 525-2042 ext 1127
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MakeSense
International
30,000 committed citizens
2,000 social entrepreneurs
100 cities of the world
OBJECTIVE
IN SHORT
MakeSense brings together a community of
30,000 citizens and 2,000 entrepreneurs in 100
cities around the world to build solutions to the
Sustainable Development Goals. Through
open engagement formats, MakeSense allows
everyone to take action. We collaborate with
private companies and public actors to
deploy the best solutions.

Educate
citizens
about
social
and
environmental issues and inspire them through
portraits of innovative entrepreneurs
Engage citizens with these entrepreneurs and
impactful projects, with their ideas, skills and
creativity
Accelerate the development of the most
promising social projects and startups
Deploy these innovations through private,
public and institutional partnerships

ACTIVITIES

HISTORY
MakeSense was born following a world tour by
Christian Vanizette, meeting innovative social
entrepreneurs on a daily basis to solve issues
that are important to them

MISSION

Inspire = Media and Awareness and
Development Education Events
Engage = Citizen Engagement Programs.
Events, Creativity Workshops, Innovation
Programs
Accelerate = Incubation of entrepreneurs, and
social and environmental startups
Deploy = Transformation Programs of Large
Organizations

Our mission: “We make changing the world a
collective adventure accessible to all”. Solving
major social and environmental issues is
becoming a collective adventure open to all,
from citizens to governments to entrepreneurs.

REFERENCES:

www.makesense.org
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Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs
France

310,000 foreign students in France
160

embassies in the service of
bilateral relations

4th country hosting foreign students
IN SHORT
The Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs
(MEAE) maintains a network of bilateral and
multilateral relations to defend the interests
and positions of France in international
political graduation.

OBJECTIVE
➢ Promote the international development
of companies for the benefit of
employment in France
➢ Defend French interests according to
European and international rules
➢ Promote the attractiveness of French
territory for foreign companies and
investors.

HISTORY
This ministry is an organ of the French
administration, created in 1588, it also existed
under the name: Ministries of Foreign
Relations, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of
Foreign and European Affairs and Ministry of
Foreign
Affairs
and
International
Development.

ACTIVITIES
France's foreign policy touches on many
areas, such as defense and security,
development aid, climate, human rights,
governance,
international
justice,
educational cooperation etc.

MISSION
Maintain
international
cooperation
between the states and implement the
foreign policy of France. In addition, its
mission is to keep the President of the
Republic informed of developments in the
economic, political and cultural situation of
other states.

CONTACT:
REFERENCES

www.diplomatie.gouv.fr

37, Quai d’Orsay
75007 Paris
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Inter-Agency Task Force on Social and
Solidarity Economy - UNTFSSE
International
Strengthen the visibility of the ESS at
the international level and in

political circles

19 members and 8 observers
IN SHORT
The international development community
recognizes the need to rethink development,
which is why the UN inter-agency task force on
SSE sees the social and solidarity economy as a
preferred path to sustainable development.

OBJECTIVE
UNTFSSE aims to increase the visibility of SSE
debates in the UN system and beyond. The
members and observers of the Working Group
are committed to undertaking collaborative
activities to promote SSE.

MISSION
Its main mission is to improve the recognition
of the role of companies and organizations of
the SSE as well as to promote and
consolidate the knowledge and networks of
this branch of the economy.

REFERENCES

Website: https://unsse.org/

HISTORY
The founding meeting of the TFSSE took
place on 30 September 2013 in Geneva
and was organized by the ILO, UNDP, UNNGLS and UNRISD, and 14 other
organizations also participated. At the third
meeting in February 2014, the working
group had 18 members and 3 observers.

ACTIVITIES
The activities of the members and
observers are diverse and can extend to
participation
in
SSE-related
events
(conference, forum, meetings, etc.),
identification of partnership or joint
projects and publication information on
issues related to SSE.

CONTACT:

Email vanvuuren@ilo.org
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Abdeljalil Cherkaoui
Founding member of RAESS - African Network of Social and Solidarity Economy
Founding President of REMESS - Moroccan Network of Social and Solidarity Economy

SSE International Forum is a space for sharing and building new avenues
for progress towards international economic justice and inclusive
development. It is also a place of contact between actors of the SSE which
often gives consequences to joint projects. Also, SSEFI represents a force
of proposal and also of influence likely to bring changes of the policies in
the field of development in a general way.

PATH

VISION OF SSE

RAESS AND
REMESS
actors of the SSE in Africa
and abroad

AN ANECDOTE!

My story with the SSE was built through my many passages in the associative
life. First in 1972, when I was a student at the University of Liège in the service
of my compatriots in the colliery of Saint Nicola.
Meetings with big and great personalities at the international level, during
the fora and others, shaped me so that I become an active actor of SSE in a
continent contrasted between its wealth and the poverty of its population,
which is Africa.

The reality of the SSE is not such that it was projected by the forecasts of
each other. It remains confined to the speeches and statements of
committed actors or critics policy.
The SSE needs to be rejuvenated with new visions to take advantage of the
new conditions. The world is changing faster than the good will of the
people who are concerned about it.
The SSE must find the best didactic to convince and get its place in the
political choices of countries especially in places where injustice still prevails.

The Moroccan Network of Social and Solidarity Economy (REMESS) was born
from an international impulse (Porto Alegre) and it remained in its genetics
of sharing, learning and cooperation with the actors of the whole world.
Its evolutionary capacity has given it a useful positioning in its country and its
actions are part of the contributory to make the SSE at the service of the
territory and the reach of local actors.

In my opinion, ESS is a building site that needs patience and perseverance. It
is built with small stones and small hands.
This is how this economy begins to be seen by many leaders at the
international level. The world capitalist order has shown its limits. For this
reason the actors of our Forum and those of other international organizations
must make an effort to coordinate and work together for a better world.
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Pr. Abdou Salam Fall
Coordinator of LARTES
Research Laboratory on Economic and Social Transformations

SSE International Forum is an international networking space, a forum
for exchanges and political co-construction on the social and solidarity
economy. Framework for renewal of ideas and a space for sharing
practices and innovations.

PATH

VISION OF SSE

LARTES
actor of the SSE in
Senegal and abroad

AN ANECDOTE!

From an early age, my father was president of an agricultural cooperative in Gaé in
northern Senegal. I grew up in this associative and collective building space. After, in my
youth, I was socialized in Saint-Louis in local crafts. Then I did a training in development
sociology. My first job as a community organizer was to help set up and run a banana
cooperative in the eastern region of Senegal. Subsequently, I walked through
Senegalese and African Scouting where I was community development commissioner. I
realized major development projects with the North cooperation (Luxembourg, France
...). Subsequently, I was president of the consortium of national and international NGOs in
Senegal and, it is on the basis of this associative experience that I took part in various
meetings on the SSE. In preparation for the Dakar meeting in 2005, I was part of the
international group that initiated the RIPESS (Intercontinental Network for SSE Promotion)
of which I was the founding president. In this internationalist movement, I joined the
Rencontres du Mont Blanc, of which I currently chair the Scientific Committee.
It is a vast movement in the world with a diversity of emergence traditions. It mobilizes
many actors in very diverse sectors. It should have a greater influence on other ways of
doing things, and for this the international networks should work more strongly to install
SSE-friendly funds, to reinforce incubators and to make the social and economic impact
of SSE companies legible. The vision of the social economy is to promote a redistributive,
fulfilling and democratic economy. Societal usefulness, sustainability, gender balance,
social and economic justice, the democratization of entrepreneurship and the choice of
a collective and social entrepreneurship, these are some words that are the sense of
another world to build.

Our organization is a university laboratory working according to the partnership research
model. The objects and methods of the search are defined with the actors using the
results of the search. The work is collective, the management is collegial and the societal
utility takes precedence over everything. We produce scientific information that we
apply. Studies on governance, social and economic public policies, and economic and
social transformations are among others carried out by LARTES. African students and
others are pursuing their doctorate in SSE within LARTES.

At LARTES, we worked with the New Faces New Voices Foundation on Women
Entrepreneurs in Africa. The foundation is based in South Africa and is headed by Mrs.
GARCIA Michaelle, the ex-wife of Nelson MANDELA.
During the visit this week of the Director of this foundation, Mrs. NOMSA Danielle
accompanied by Mrs. Dorothy ADEDANJO, Regional Director, they asked us what was
really African economy. We answered that "it is the social and solidarity economy that
is in fact a way of life in Africa". They reacted by confirming that the cooperative
model is quite "African" and "intercontinental". This Africa could have been integrated
differently in the world!
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Claude Dorion

CEO MCE Conseils
Coordinator Développement Solidaire International
SSE International Forum is a vector for regrouping and recognition of the
social and solidarity economy. It brings together stakeholders in an
exchange of views on the future of SSE, but also seeks opportunities to cocreate concrete projects and operational activities. It is a unique place to
demonstrate the contribution of SSE to sustainable, fair and effective social
and economic development. It is also a central channel of dialogue to
promote the development of SSE development tools.

PATH

VISION OF SSE

MCE CONSEILS
& DSI
SSE actors in Quebec
and worldwide

A STORY TO TELL

Economist, I took part in the foundation of MCE Conseils in 1987. I manage this consulting
firm constituted as a non-profit association dedicated to support the development of
solidarity economy enterprises on its economics, finance, marketing and governance. I
coordinate Développement Solidaire International and I am a member of the board of
SSEFI and INAISE. A specialist in strategic planning and development support structures, I
have worked in various European, African and Latin American countries.

The social and solidarity economy includes corporately owned enterprises which its
purpose is not to maximize their benefits, but to be at the service of their members or
the community by affirming their missions in a central and permanent way. Social
economy enterprises are different in terms of capitalization, operation, governance
and financing. SSE development has been strategy based on support companies in
the sector as it recognizes their value as associations that fulfill a clear and relevant
social mission, as well as collective enterprises which operate an economic activity
efficiently. This sector requires a financing environment that structures, on the one
hand, the demand for loanable funds by providing professional technical services
and, on the other hand, the supply of the same fund by an additional set of institutions
offering different financial products. The Canadian State has played a central role in
building this environment, offering fiscal levers regulatory and direct contributions
always seeking stimulation of leverage for the financial intervention of civil society,
individual investors and the private sector.

MCE Conseils and DSI are technical support organizations for development of social
economy. A team of 20 professionals with more than 300 mandates in the field, who
offer business plan services, organizational diagnostics, searching support to specialized
financing for collective enterprises. We also support the strengthening of the
governance of these organizations. MCE Conseils participated in the main training tools
dedicated to ESSE –employment, social and solidarity economy- in Québec, in
partnership with the major representative organizations. We have intervened on these
issues in fifteen countries

Our action is focused on the maintenance and creation of jobs through the creation of
employment, social and solidarity economy -ESSE- ex nihilo or under conversion mode of
private companies into collective enterprises. Our involvement has led the creation of
some thirty working cooperatives with a survival rate above 80%, an example of the
resilience and success of collective entrepreneurship.
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David Dao

General Director Kafo Jiginew

SSE International Forum is a large international network of leaders of
organizations working in the social and solidarity economy. Created in
Europe, it quickly expanded to other continents.

PATH

KAFO JIGINEW
a SSE actor in Mali and
worldwide

VISION OF SSE

A STORY TO TELL

My organization is called Kafo Jiginew. It started its activities in 1987 in Mali.
It works within the framework of social and solidary finance, by collecting
savings, distributing loans and providing other financial services such as
money transfers. It targets people with low incomes. Kafo Jiginew joined SSE
International Forum in 2013 in the 7th Mont-Blanc Meetings thanks to Crédit
Coopératif through its president Jean Louis Bancel.

My organization is part of the SSE in Mali as it has brought together low
income populations (farmers, breeders, craftsmen, small traders, low wage
earners, SMEs/SMIs, etc...) who have created savings and credit funds
managed by themselves and at their service for their own development.
Thus, Kafo Jiginew is a financial cooperative of a social and solidarity
nature. Kafo Jiginew is "the microfinance institution that understands you".

The social and solidarity economy is a democratic and popular economy
based on solidarity: one man, one vote. It is about putting together the
small capacity of each other to optimize them and give rise to more
resources for the benefit of all members. The SSE is an alternative to the
capitalist economy.
Starting from nothing in 1987, Kafo Jiginew celebrates its 30th anniversary in
2017. The institution has been able to distribute 281 billion of loans, which
have greatly contributed to the economic and social development in Mali
and to the development of its low-income members who do not have
access to traditional banking services. In addition to operating, cash and
social loans, investment credits have also been granted. They have been
used to acquire more than 600 tractors within 5 years, thousands of other
agricultural equipment, tools, social housing and various infrastructures in
rural areas (storage warehouses, community health centers, boreholes and
water supply systems, solar electrification, small dams, etc.). This means that
SSE is a real instrument fighting against poverty and a lever for the economic
and social development of the poor populations of Mali.
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Jean-Philippe Poulnot

Head of political partnerships, Up Group

SSE International Forum presents several key interests for the Up Group:
to learn from the experiences of other leaders, to network and to think
about common operational projects. This is what SSEIF brings, thanks to
the Project Place, to the bilateral and multilateral meetings that they
organize, and finally to the advocacy mission which is carried out at
the highest level, and always in an original, effective and friendly way.
The place to be.“

PATH

VISION OF SSE

THE UP GROUP
SSE actor in France
and worldwide

A STORY TO SHARE

I discovered SSE by chance: coming from a family of business leaders, and
after a business school, I was all set for a career in the business world. So my
first job was in the French subsidiary of a Dutch international group. At the
time, I wanted at to change company every 5 years. I discovered SSE by its
cooperative branch, specifically SCOP (Co-operative Company of
Production), when applying to a hidden job advertisement. I fell in love with
the principles, values and practices of SSE and, to tell you the truth, I
celebrated 25 years of cooperation in the Up Group in June 2016!

SSE represents billions of people and a significant share of GDP in many
countries: the only cooperative family federated in the International Cooperative Alliance claims to have 1 billion co-operators, 2.5 billion customers
and 250 million employees! We must promote its models of organization, foster
its development and establish its position in the face of new forms of
economy. We also need to work within the International Leading Group on
SSE to promote SSE-relevant legislation, effective SSE-public partnerships, find
funding, identify good indicators and communicate on SSE, especially with
the youth.

The Up Group is a very special structure since it was built around a
cooperative of employees. Since 1964, it has demonstrated that there is
another way of doing business, more human, fairer and with greater solidarity.
IT is very involved in SSE and particularly in the cooperative movement in
France and abroad. That's why the Up Group is very much involved in SSE
International Forum.

A few years ago, after a conference on SSE where I intervened, 3 young men
came to talk with me. They had a business creation project and did not know
what status to adopt. I told them that the best status for their organic product
distribution business was the co-operative company of production (Scop)! This
is how the Scop “Ethiquable” was born a few months later, with the support of
the Up Foundation!
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Léopold Beaulieu
CEO, Fondaction

the CSN development fund for cooperation and employment

By generating a permanent space of exchange between members who
work in their national territories, SSE International Forum is able to facilitate
the implementation of transnational projects (Project Place). Together with
the International Leading Group on SSE (ILGSSE), we work with
governments, local authorities and international actors for the recognition
of the value of the social and solidarity economy and the need to support
its development.

PATH

VISION OF SSE

FONDACTION
SSE actor in Québec
and worldwide

A STORY TO SHARE

I began my professional life and my union career in the ranks of the SSQ
Mutual. In 1971, I was the first managing director of the Caisse d'économie
for workers gathered in Quebec City, which became the Caisse
d'économie solidaire Desjardins. In 1976, I was elected treasurer of the
Confederation of National Trade Unions (CSN), a position that I held until the
launch of Fondaction in 1996, of which I am the founder and CEO. Equity,
trade unionism, democratization, solidarity economy, associations, mutual
societies, cooperatives are words that have determined my professional
and citizen choices.
The capitalist economy has not solved the problems of the distribution of the
wealth created and of taking into account the stakes of sustainable
development. It is an economy that is by definition unstable. The social and
solidarity economy (SSE), through the force of collective ownership, exerts
an economic stabilizing role at both microeconomic and macroeconomic
levels. Because of its purpose, it is better able to take into account the
challenges related to climate change. The societies that come out best are
those whose economy is plural with a significant trade union presence,
where the SSE and the public sector occupy an important place.

Given the challenges faced by mankind, Fondaction believes that the
enterprises of the social and solidarity economy, thanks to a different
relationship with social issues and return on capital, must occupy a larger
share of the world economy. To date, nearly 30% of Fondaction's
investments are in the social and solidarity economy sector, whereas it
represents approximately 10% of Québec's GDP.

In favor of a greener economy, Fondaction and Coop Carbon announced
in Marrakech, during the COP 22, the creation of the Inlandis carbon fund.
Dedicated to the financing of the modernization of facilities and equipment
of targeted companies, the fund allows them to repay their debt by
transferring to it carbon credits obtained. The fund makes it available to
purchasing companies governed by a regulation to that effect.
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Nicole Alix

President of « La Coop des Communs »
Throughout the world, Social and Solidarity Economy (SSE) brings together
citizens who get involved in economic, social and cultural projects and
create original enterprises (mostly cooperatives, mutual societies and
associations). Convinced of the model we are implementing in our
companies to create a more equitable, united, democratic and
ecological society, in a vision of plural economy where our specific voice
deserves to be heard, we launched in 2004 “The Mont-Blanc Meetings",
which became SSE International Forum

PATH

VISION OF SSE

CRÉDIT
COOPÉRATIF
a SSE actor in France
and worldwide

A STORY TO SHARE

I had the chance to transform the world by transforming myself, according to
the beautiful expression of Paulo Freire. As the daughter of a mutualist, I have
been engaged for 40 years in social economy, particularly in the cooperative
bank and community services of general interest. I worked 15 years at Crédit
Coopératif, where I was the director of development, and 25 years in the
associative world of social action and health (Deputy CEO of the National
Inter-federal Union of Private Non-Profit Health and Social Service’s
Organizations (UNIOPSS), creator of the "Comité de la Charte pour le don en
confiance", Managing Director of Isatis Retirement Homes Group). I now chair
the Coop des Commons, to promote an ecosystem favorable to the
emergence of common co-built with the ESS. I am secretary of the Board of
ESS International Forum.
There is certainly no timeless definition of the social economy. Moreover, the
SSE has its weaknesses and it must accept the criticism. However, the SSE can
provide solutions not only urgently and to repair social exclusions created by
the crisis, but also by being a driving force towards a new development and
social transformation. The SSE can help to reconcile citizens with Europe and
globalization, which are now view more as threats than promises. It creates
confidence and combats ignorance and exploitation.

Crédit Coopératif is an actor "shore-free" on social and solidarity economy. It
was born at the end of the 19th century and since then it federates its
clientele. Its governance and development methods are base on a "ternary"
relationship between the movements of members, members and the bank.
Crédit Coopératif has always been active in cooperation and SSE matters in
France and abroad.

Did you know that Kafo Jiginew, means "Farmers Union" in Bambara language
and it is a network of 131 savings and credit cooperatives in southern Mali
which was born from an alliance with Crédit Coopératif in 1984? To know
more anecdotes, read "120 years of innovations to make the world move",
utopias banker stories ... available in Actes Sud.
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Pauline Eyebe Effa
General Director, PFAC

Partnership France - Africa for Co-Development

SSE International Forum is a space for exchanges, meetings and mutual
improvement, a place of networking that we consider essential. We all
come with our diversity, our ideas about SSE, which we then share so
we can learn from each other. We can have a frank exchange that
allows us to build a real alternative economic system based on the
exploitation of the endogenous potential that abounds in our territories.
SSEIF is a space that inspires, an intercontinental space for advocacy,
networking and promotion of local and global actions.

PATH

PFAC
SSE actor in Cameroon
and worldwide

VISION OF SSE

A STORY TO SHARE

I was born in Cameroon, the 6th in a family of 12 children. I have studied in Lille, France,
literature then linguistics and communication. From my years of bachelor, I have
taught and led humanitarian work in Africa, but I thought it was not enough as it only
brought a one-off solution to the problems communities faced. When I received the
Vivendi Foundation award in 2002 for an associative enterprise created in 1995, I
understood that we were engaged in a different economy. In 2003 I decided to
complete a Master in Solidarity Economy and Local Development at the University of
Valenciennes, France, where I gained experience to work in Cameroon where a
ministry dedicated to the social economy was created in 2004. Since then, I am
fighting for this sector to emerge. I spend a lot of time in the villages to raise awareness,
educate and train women and youth to co-operative values.

PFAC is now part of the SSE landscape in Cameroon. Our "challenge" has been to
show that another economy is possible: the implementation of local networks that was
perceived as impossible gives more and more credibility to PFAC. We worked without
any support but we persevered and six years later, the Cameroonian Minister of SSE
found in this structure the best model for the country... At the institutional level, PFAC
helped the establishment of a Cameroon mayors’ network which aims at setting up an
advocacy committee. This is the networking between national and international levels.

SSE is an "invisible reality“. It has nevertheless imposed itself on the economic world
since the crisis of 2008. It is no longer the panacea of its activists; all continents are
involved and it challenges the business world. In France, a magazine called Socialter
published in January 2016 an Ipsos survey which shows that one in two students wishes
to work in SSE. At this moment, we welcome two students for a mission on Social
innovation, decentralization, strengthening and development of synergies between
SSE and decentralized powers of Cameroon. One is from Sciences Po and the other
one is from an engineering school. In Africa if we don’t build a rigorous system we will
not have a SSE with a real impact on people and on our economies. I think that SSE is
an opportunity for our countries.

- The pre-event that PFAC organized during the 7th MBM in 2015 allowed us to
exchange with the Moroccan delegation and a concrete approach of South-South
cooperation between our two governments on SSE and cooperative action is being
implemented.
- During the SME fair (PROMOTE) held in Cameroon in February 2017, local SSE networks
(RELESS) exhibited local products. Their booth became one of the most visited and
large companies complained about unfair competition!
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Thierry Jeantet

President of SSE International Forum
SSEIF is a place where SSE leaders and actors, but also local and
national officials, representatives of international institutions, unionists,
academic and researchers, work together to promote SSE, exchange
on their experiences and know-how, co-create cross-border projects.
Our goal is to imagine development methods that meet the
democratic, social, civic and ecological objectives promoted by SSE
and, more broadly, by the Sustainable Development Goals !

PATH

VISION OF SSE

SSEIF
SSE actor in France
and worldiwe

A STORY TO SHARE

As a student, I « fell into SSE » by creating a handouts co-operative.
Subsequently, I continued my involvement in SSE as Secretary General of the
Crédit Coopératif Bank/Network before taking part in the creation and
management of the Interministerial Delegation for SSE. I then worked as
Secretary General of the Pool of Mutual Insurance Companies (GEMA) and
then General Manager of Euresa, a tool for operational cooperation for
fourteen European and one Moroccan mutuals and co-operatives. I also
contributed to the creation of a Polish mutual with Solidarnosc and Euresa, sat
in a Greek co-operative insurance, participated in a Euro-Mediterranean SSE
network ...
SSE is present on all continents. Co-operatives only involve more than one
billion people worldwide. Its activities concern both the competitive
economic sectors and those out of the market, out of the money. SSE answers
the most current crises and challenges thanks to principles and modes of
functioning that are both democratic and fair. It has the capacity to
simultaneously manage social, civic, ecological and economic objectives.
This is why an increasing number of elected officials from cities, territories and
government are interested in SSE. It carries a new model of efficiency. It is
therefore its duty to change its dimension and to assume its transformative
mission.
As the President of SSEIF Board, I believe, with all the directors, the permanent
team, our members and partners, that we must respond to the increasing
expectations of those, in the South and in the North, who want to act to
create growth paths for a better distribution of wealth, to organize relevant
activities on territories, ways of combining social and civic innovation to
technological innovations. SSE is a factor of serene globalization and peace.

- Guinean women with an associative project who found solutions thanks to
Nepalese co-operative members during our Mont-Blanc Meetings !
- Bogota, Montréal and Seoul mayors calling for links between cities and SSE
- The President of the French Republic in New-York: “SSE is at the core of
everything”
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Baudouin Kola

President and Co-founder APES
Actors For a Solidarity Economy in Togo
In addition to being a family, SSE Forum International is a meeting place for
solidarity projects.
The project to promote cooperative youth entrepreneurship in Togo was born
from the 6th Mont Blanc Meetings. The Forum Panafricain de la Jeun’ESS in 2016
was sponsored by ESSFI, demonstrating the special attention and interest that
this network gives to young people and their projects. Thus, faced with the
current multisectoral crises, the global youth can and must count with this
organization. Because, one of its missions is precisely to support the
transformation of solidarity projects. Gold nuggets for humanity!

PATH

VISION OF SSE

APES
SSE player in Togo and
abroad

AN ANECDOTE!

In August 2011, faced with the problem of youth unemployment, my student friends and I
decided to pool our resources. This is how my passion for the "Cooperative Spirit" and the
SSE was born. I was led to play a privileged role in bringing together the Ministry of
Development at the Base, Handicrafts, Youth and Youth Employment of Togo and the
Italian organization of international cooperation, Coopermondo- Confcooperative. This
rapprochement resulted in the launch of the cooperative youth entrepreneurship program
in Togo.
My goal is to create cultural, social and economic cooperation links among the peoples
of the world. In April 2017, I was selected as one of the "Best Entrepreneurial Readings in
the Francophone Area" by the Great Meeting of Young Entrepreneurs of the FrenchSpeaking World in Montreal, in the Social Innovation category.
As a member of the International Co-operative Alliance Youth Network, I am convinced
that the spirit of union and cooperation must be at the center of human actions, because
without this culture, no development is possible.

My vision of SSE was strongly influenced by the work of Dr. ETCHRI Sassou Koffi B. of the
IAMDES International Institute. SSE actors, especially cooperatives, play a key role in the
development and cohesion of African communities. But for half a century, the African
continent is following and engaged in the imported development logics. For a SSE with a
real and lasting impact in Africa, actors must in all sincerity and frankness promote the
consideration of local dynamics.

APES is now part of the ecosystem of actors of the SSE in Togo. Officially recognized as an
organization promoting the cooperative model, it is responsible for the implementation of
the cooperative youth entrepreneurship program in Togo; in partnership with the Support
Fund for Youth Economic Initiatives of Togo. By giving an international character to the
Forum Panafricain de la Jeun’ESS, APES wants to play a key role in mobilizing young
people around African values, which in fact constitute the bedrock of the global
cooperative spirit.
This beautiful approach, recognized and appreciated nationally and internationally, was
made possible thanks to the determination and tenacity of young people. Our secret: our
ability to identify the legacy we would like to bequeath to humanity - to believe strongly in
it - with perseverance and patience - to work day after day, despite the difficulties - to
detect good collaborations and to start again each time it fails.
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Pedro Páez Pérez

Superintendent of Market Power Control
Author of several articles about global and Latin American economy
and social issues. He received the Order of Merit of the Republic of
Chile. He was a member of the Stiglitz Commission on Reforms of the
International Monetary and Financial System
Pedro Páez holds a PhD in economics from the University of Texas
(Austin, USA) he studied economics at the Catholic University of
Ecuador and at the Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences
(FLACSO)

PATH

GOOD PRACTICES
SSE

RESULTS

AN ANECDOTE!

The Ecuadorian government, committed to regulate the economy and
the good market practices in a globalized context, created in 2011 the
Superintendency for Market Power Control to control the proper
functioning of markets, preventing the abuse of power of domestic and
foreign economic operators and all anti-competitive practices.

Ecuador looks for to strength and protect the social and solidarity
economy. For this end, the government published in 2011 the Good
Practices Manual, a guide for the relations between consumers, producers
and supermarkets. In order to empower small domestic producers,
Ecuador adopted a market regulation law (Gondola Law) in September
2015 forcing supermarkets to sell at least 6% of local products. To support
these initiatives and raise public awareness about anti-competitive
practices, an interactive series(Ciudad Quinde) and a technology
platform that seeks to support local products and the market (Supertienda
Équateur) were launched.
24% of the products in supermarkets come from the local popular social
economy (the law states only 6% as compulsory)
Valorization of local production, recovery of the self-esteem of local
indigenous producers, change of mentality of the actors.
«It is not only a time of change but a change of era, which has to do with
the transformation of people's attitude [...] there should be a territorial
development, processes of eradication of poverty, generation of
employment, generation of income, generation of local multipliers of
social fabric, of productive fabric... It is a process that will allow all of us to
win at the end»

Contact: +(593)23325412 – pedro.paez@scpm.gob.ec
www.scpm.gob.ec
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Fernando Ribeiro Mendes

General Councilor of the Mutual Association of Montepio
This is the opportunity to participate in an area of convergence and
fraternal debate between actors of the global social economy. Whose
experiences are different but share the same humanistic values and
solidarity. Also, I know that the debates on the prospects of the social
and solidarity economy can not develop in the sole frame of each
country. All this brings me to participate in the 8th Mont Blanc
Meetings.

PATH

MONTEPIO
actor of the SSE in
Portugal

VISION OF SSE

AN ANECDOTE!

I started the popular associativism and the social economy in the 70's. Since
that time, I remained attached to the institutions of the social economy, either
as an economist and professor at the university, or at the government of
Portugal in the 90s. And especially as a participant committed to various
institutions of the social economy, including Montepio Geral. The limits of the
welfare state in social protection, which I saw as Secretary of State for
Security, taught me the importance of civic action and responsible solidarity
of the social economy .

The social and solidarity economy is neither the utopian alternative to
capitalism, nor the path to the salvation of the eternal soul of each. It is the
most effective answer where the invisible hand of the market and the visible
hand of the state are powerless to offer us everything that the collective wellbeing would need. This is the answer that comes from the responsible solidarity
of each and everyone, far beyond the charity and paternalism of the past.
Thus, it is an important support of citizenship and international solidarity.

Montepio Geral was founded in 1840 and is the main mutualist association of
Portugal. It has more than 600,000 members. Its role in complementary and
voluntary social security is very important. Its savings bank finances the
partners to acquire the house and other goods necessary for the well-being of
their families. Montepio Geral participates in the AIM and other international
associations of the social economy.

The great British writer Oscar Wilde has described the cynic as someone who
knows "the price of everything and the value of nothing”. Well, the social
economy is the best antidote against the brutal cynicism of globalized
markets!
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Hilde Vernaillen
CEO Group P&V

SSEFI is a space where leaders, actors of the SSE but also local and
national elected officials, leaders of International Institutions, trade
unionists, academics and researchers, act together to make visible the
SSE; and also share their experiences and know-how; and co-build
cross-border projects.
Imagining development modes that meet the democratic, social, civic
and ecological objectives of the ESS, and more broadly the
Sustainable Development Goals, is our goal!

PATH

P&V
SSE player in Belgium
and abroad

VISION OF SSE

AN ANECDOTE!

I worked in the cooperative sector from the beginning of my career in 1990. I
was able to appreciate the strengths of this sector at the Codep cooperative
bank. I held several positions in this bank which merged with the bank
Nagelmackers, and which was part of the P&V Group (also a cooperative). In
2002 I arrived in the group's insurance division. Since 2011, I am president of
FEBECOOP (Belgian Federation of Cooperatives) and enroll in many initiatives
of the social economy. After taking on other responsibilities in the movement, I
currently also chair ICMIF (the International Federation of Cooperative and
Mutual Insurers).
The P&V Group, part of the social economy, was created in 1907 as a
cooperative to provide insurance products accessible to workers. We are a
second degree cooperative: it is the historical members of the cooperative
(mutual societies, unions and other cooperative organizations) who represent
their own members within the Group's governing bodies. At Belgian level we
defend the interests of cooperatives through the Belgian Federation of
Cooperatives. Internationally via the AMICE - Association of Mutual and
Cooperative Insurers of Europe - and ICMIF.
In Belgium, there has been a rediscovery of the cooperative economy,
especially since the financial crisis. Many initiatives have been put in place, as
much by citizens and entrepreneurs as by politicians. The year 2012 was
declared the 'world year of cooperatives' by the United Nations, which also
contributed to this new growth. That same year, the first International
Cooperative Summit, in which we participated, took place in Quebec.
Nevertheless, a gap persists in Belgium: the level of knowledge of the social
economy and the cooperative economy. The lack of attention in teaching for
alternative economic models is certainly for something!

I am delighted to see so many young people who remain enthusiastic and
hopeful in the future of our changing society and in search of new balances.
They need renewal. We must dare to trust them.
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Luis Emilio Cuenca Botey
Deputy Minister in charge of Social and Solidarity Economy
Ministry of Labor and Social Security of Costa Rica
In my opinion, SSE International Forum is a pioneering space to unite
and diffuse the multiple ways of practicing the social and solidarity
economy in the world. This is a place where SSE actors around the
world have the opportunity to exchange and share their issues. It is
essential that we be able to evolve through a Forum that dedicates an
important place to an international public policy program but also
promotes dialogue between companies and organizations of the SSE.

PATH
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SECRETARIAT OF STATE OF
THE SOCIAL AND
SOLIDARITY ECONOMY
Actor of the SSE in Costa
Rica and internationally

AN ANECDOTE!

When I started studying economics and management, I quickly
became interested in alternative ways of creating and distributing
wealth. By integrating a business school, I got to know the world of
cooperative enterprises and thus of the Social and Solidarity Economy.
My path towards the SSE was first theoretical and followed a search for
paradigms where freedom and solidarity went hand in hand. The
stages of this path have been many, ranging from contemplation and
study of the SSE through its practice and promotion in the political
sphere.
The SSE is more alive than ever. Its entrepreneurial and organizational
methods are excellent alternatives in response to the social,
environmental and political risks engendered by the dominant
economic model in the world. Nevertheless, in order to develop,
enterprises of the SSE and their representative bodies must implement
an ambitious and influential strategy in the world’s political bodies. It is
essential that organizations such as the SSE International Forum, the
Pilote International Group and SSE initiatives become stronger and
more visible in public policy spaces and decision-making.

The Secretariat of State for SSE within the Ministry of Labor is a relatively
new structure. His objective is to implement public policies aimed at
strengthening enterprises and organizations of SSE in Costa Rica. At the
international level, we are building a support network in order to know
the progress made beyond our borders to encourage SSE practices.

I am not very good at writing anecdotes, but much better to tell them.
We will discuss during the 8th Mont Blanc Meetings on the 6th, 7th and
8th of December 2017!
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Nicolas Hazard
Fondateur INCO

SSE international forum is a great opportunity for global players in the
Social and Solidarity Economy and their political and economic
partners to demonstrate their ability to make our world more inclusive
and sustainable. The Mont-Blanc Meetings are a special moment
where a world youth expresses itself who wishes to combine
entrepreneurial adventure and general interest. It is also the place
where the incredible diversity of initiatives and innovation initiated by
the SSE around the world is given to see.

PATH
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INCO
SSE player in France and
abroad

AN ANECDOTE!

Graduated of HEC after the subprime crisis generated by the excesses of
global finance, I wanted to show that another model of finance was possible.
A model of finance re-anchored in the real world and at the service of
inclusive and sustainable businesses. In 2010, I founded the Comptoir de
l'Innovation, a fund exclusively dedicated to SSE companies. It was not easy
at first to convince investors to follow us. But eventually they realized that
trying to grow on a field of ruin was illusory and they decided to trust us. In
2012, we chose to support the start-ups of the SSE through the creation of
dedicated incubators, first in France and then all over the world. This responds
to the desire to change the world of part of the world's youth.

It is a resilient economy, both inventive and robust. In these times of double
social and ecological crisis, it proves every day that the creation of economic
value and the creation of positive social and environmental values can go
hand in hand. It is also an avant-garde economy, by its forms of organization
and its innovations. It seduces, inspires and finally pollinates entire parts of the
classical economy. Energies, housing, agriculture, services, finance etc. are
sectors that the innovations resulting from the SSE - short circuits, circular
economy, collectivisation of uses, insertion etc. - transform daily.
INCO is a major player in the SSE in France and internationally. First investment
fund exclusively dedicated to financing SSE companies in France with more
than 150 million euros mobilized, and the first global network of incubators for
green and social start-ups with 500 start-ups supported in more than 20
countries on 4 continents. INCO shows everywhere the idea that the worlds of
entrepreneurship and finance must evolve and serve the general interest. An
idea that has always been rooted in the DNA of the SSE.

I had the chance to spend this summer a few days in Bhutan. Everything is not
perfect. But the principle of not measuring the GDP but also the GDH, Gross
National Happiness, resonates strongly with our fight to integrate extrafinancial criteria in the activities of finance. And when I see that the first
economic principle of the country is to be based on inclusive and sustainable
growth - any creation of activity, any development project must take into
account this criterion - it is for me the proof that another world and another
economy are possible.
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